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foreWord

Human settlement of landscape raises the question of marking the landscape with one’s own religion. Changes of 
religious systems or their coexistence documented in the landscape raises further questions, particularly those pertaining 
to broader socio-cultural phenomena and dynamics. Even if such processes are not documented in written sources, they 
could often be recognized in toponyms, folklore, archaeological finds and in contemporary religious practices. 

Keeping this in focus, the Institute of Archaeology organized the 3rd International Scientific Conference of Mediaeval 
Archaeology, entitled Sacralization of Landscape and Sacred Places. The Conference took place on the 2nd and 3rd June 
2016, at the Archaeological Museum in Zagreb, Croatia.

This is the third in a series of conferences designed to thematise mediaeval archaeology. However, for this third con-
ference we have conceived a much broader framework – our intention was to stimulate an exchange of experiences and 
knowledge among participants with different research perspectives and disciplines and from different geographic areas 
and chronological periods.

As many as 74 participants took part in the conference, coming from Croatia, Hungary, Estonia, Slovenia, Romania, 
Latvia, Bosnia and Herzegovina, Serbia, Italy, Czech Republic, Germany and Iran. All in all they contributed a total of 57 
presentations. 

Introductory plenary lecture “Sacral spatial arrangement of landscape” was given by prof. dddr. Andrej Pleterski, Rese-
arch Advisor at the Research Centre of the Slovenian Academy of Sciences and Arts in Ljubljana, Slovenia.

The Conference was divided into the following panels: Human and sacred landscape: paradigms; Traces of sacred sites: 
prehistory; Myth in landscape; Sacred place - the arena of religious discourses; Social realities in the sacralization of space; 
Narratives and practices in the sacralization of space; Reading of holy places and sites in Islamic tradition; Traces of sacred 
sites: antiquity; (De)Sacralizations: spatial biographies; Christian spatial symbolisation. 

Most of the presenters at the conference readily adapted their presentations into papers. This publication presents 
analyses of sacred landscape from the perspective of: archaeology, folklore, ethnology, cultural anthropology, literature, 
architecture, history, art history, mathematics etc., and at the same time covers the period from prehistory, through an-
tiquity and Slavic period and the Middle Ages to the modern period and contemporary times. In addition to this, it also 
compares different processes from different regions and times, by and large from Europe.

All the contributions were separately reviewed by carefully selected experts from the international academic com-
munity according to their particular discipline or research perspective. By publishing a book in English, we have tried to 
provide to the authors the widest visibility in the international scientific community.

I would like to thank once again all the participants of the conference for excellent cooperation, as well as to the in-
stitutions that helped make it a great success. Special thanks are reserved for the reviewers of individual papers and the 
proceedings on the whole for their effort, expertise and contribution, as well as for the colleagues from the Institute of 
Archaeology for their help in the organization of the conference and the publication of these proceedings. We are grateful 
also to the Archaeological Museum in Zagreb for their support in the organization of the conference.  We sincerely hope 
that the contributions gathered in this publication will encourage colleagues from various scientific disciplines, especially 
researchers of younger generations, to engage further with the sacralization of landscape and sacred places.

Juraj Belaj
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VItomIr BeLAj, jurAj BeLAj

Around and below Divuša: 
the traces of Perun’s mother Arrival into our lands

The paper begins with the authors’ recapitulation of the basics of the old proto-Slavic religion, of everything that has been known 
about supreme deities; about what is presently surmised about the earliest history of the Slavs: where they appeared (the question of the 
“proto-homeland”); in what ways they shaped their way of life (culture) and, above all, their worldview. Among other things, the authors 
demonstrate that the Slavs preserved traces of the Indo-European supreme god reconstructed as *Dyēus pH2ter. They assume that he 
also had a female counterpart, the god-bearer Djeva, Diva.
In the process they discovered a tripartite spatial structure of the type conceived by the still unbaptized Slavic groups while they were set-
tling new territories and assuming control over them (Pleterski 1996: 180; Belaj, V. 1998; 2006; Belaj, V., Belaj, J. 2014). They were governed 
by the assumption that in the Banovina region, too, the priests created a “diorama” in the landscape, which they used, while performing 
important rites, by showing and narrating myths, to interpret the most important myths, vital for the survival of the community and the 
authority. They showed that also in that place the toponymy contains traces of a pre-Christian mother of god, concluding that in the 
area of the Una river she appeared as Divuša.

Key words: Divuša, Slavs, Slavic mythology, Volhynia, Slavic ethnogony, toponymy

Task
This paper builds on our previous work, in which we were looking into whether in the Sisak Diocese there were any 

traces of the worship of a pre-Christian Slavic mother of god, the goddess Mokoš. Our quest was not entirely fruitless 
(Belaj, V., Belaj, J. 2017), on the contrary, it raised certain new questions—above all regarding Divuša—which we shall try 
to answer in this paper. 

At the beginning, we shall remind our readers of the basics of the old proto-Slavic faith, of what has previously been 
known about the supreme deities; of what is today supposed about the earliest history of the Slavs, where they appeared 
(the question of the “ancient homeland”), in what ways they shaped their way of life (culture) and, above all, their world-
view. Also, about what is known about their migration from their proto-homeland, and about that what they carried with 
them.

In the process, we were also looking for tripartite spatial structures that had been conceived by the still unbaptized 
Slavic groups while they were settling new territories and assuming control over them (Pleterski 1996: 180; Belaj, V. 1998; 
2006; Belaj, V., Belaj, J. 2014). We were governed by the assumption that also here the priests created a “diorama” in the 
landscape, from which, while performing important rites, by showing and narrating myths, they could interpret the most 
important myths, vital for the survival of the community and the authority. And finally, we concluded in which way Divuša 
appeared in the area of the Una river.

Scientific paper
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Old FaiTh
First we have to bear in mind that a people’s linguistic structures are closely connected with their faith, and that the 

two fates usually follow parallel trajectories. Just as the proto-Slavic language (psl.) had at one point diverged from the 
proto-Indo-European (pie.), so was the mythology of the earliest Slavs created from the proto-Indo-European mythology. 
In this process—naturally—it was subjected to outside influences and internal changes. The basic “skeleton” of mythol-
ogy consists of the main gods and tales of their deeds. In a nutshell: the foundation for comprehending the world around 
us is perceived as the result of the dynamic tension manifest from mythical narratives about the struggle between the 
regulating cosmic principle that creates and then regulates the World from the primordial chaos on the one hand, and 
the destructive chaotic disorder trying to destroy the created Order and to turn it back into Chaos. To put it more shortly, 
this is a dichotomy between the Cosmos and Chaos, between Order and Disorder. These principles were personified and 
imagined as divine personalities.

Among “nostratic” linguistic communities—and the case is also similar with a number of other ancient religions all over 
the world—the religious pantheon is presided over by a male being, the Creator of the entire ordered world. He himself 
was born by Mother Earth, with whom he begot all the other gods (he is the All-Father), has children with her, who are 
therefore brothers and sisters to each other, and they in turn also have their own children, that is, the All-Father’s grand-
children.

Some names of individual pie. deities have been reconstructed. In fact, the names of these gods were from the begin-
ning the appellations of some of their individual aspects; epithets or even nicknames. Theonyms (names of gods) were de-
scriptive names, which started their existence as appellatives (general nouns) and only gradually became personal names.

Comparative study of religions imposes a logical idea that already the pie. Creator must have had an adversary, the 
Envier, sometimes a brother, often in an animal form, who steals his brother’s wife (as well as many other things), bringing 
Disorder and Death into the sacred Order. The Mother—certain indications suggest—is at the same time their sister and 
wife/lover. There couldn’t be any other way, considering that they were the first beings to inhabit the world. Such an inces-
tuous love triangle is repeated in the second generation of gods, where the thunderer fights his brother for their sister’s 
affection (the sister is often named the same as the mother, or she may even be the mother herself). This pattern is reiter-
ated with younger gods, for instance, in the case of the twin brother and sister, who bring fertility to the World.

Comparative linguistics succeeded in reconstructing the Creator’s name on the pie. level as *Dyēus pH2ter (written more 
simply as: *Dyeus1 P’ter). We can find him in different variants in most Indo-European peoples: he is Juppiter (< Jovis pater), 
Iuve patre, Dei-pátrous, Ζεύς πατήρ (modern Greek Δίας), dyáuṣ pitā ́ (दय्ौष् पि ता), Debeses tevs. In some languages this 
two-part name has dropped the second part, and sounds, for instance, *Tiwaz, Dēuos, deus, Dievas, Dievs, Deiwas... and can 
simply mean “god”.

In some mythologies the supreme god (pie. *djeus p’ter) has “retired”, becoming a “deus otiosus”, idle god, as research-
ers humorously refer to that type of gods. He merely observes the World he has created, but which is now managed by his 
children and grandchildren. Sometimes he even relinquished his name to his son, and at other times—for instance, among 
the Slavs—he was forgotten almost without trace.

The descriptive name of the pie. thunderer, the Creator’s son, was reconstructed as *per(kw)u-no-, “the one who strikes 
(with thunderbolts)” and can be recognized in the names Parjanya, Perkūns, Perkons, Perenda, Pärun. Slavic written tradition 
knows him as Perun, Perunъ. His most important adversary was *Welnos. His name is derived from pie. *wel-, from which 
also stem words denoting fur, wool, hair, also pasture, meadow, land of the dead. This is the psl. *Velesъ.

The mother may have been documented as *PltwiH2 MéH2ter, literally “Earth’s Mother”. This name is preserved only 
in the old Indian Pṛthvī Mātā, पथृव् ी माता.  However, also in other ie. languages she is always the mother (Terra Mater, 
Δημήτηρ/Γημήτηρ, eorþan modor, Zemes māte). In the Russian folklore she appears as the “Mother Moist Earth” Мать Сыра 
Земля. These names mark the Earth as a progenitor, seminated by the Heavenly Father with his semen, the rain. This, with-
out a doubt, was one of her most important aspects.

In the incipient phase of agriculture, somewhere in the Eastern Mediterranean and South-west Asia, a little over 10000 
years ago, it was women who were first gathering and later also sowing/planting plants. This led to the equation between 
the fertility of the earth and female fertility, whereby women became responsible for the success of the harvest. Over time 
the notion of the Great Mother Goddess developed, so the Hellenes started referring to Kybele, Κυβέλη of Asia Minor as 

1	 	In	Anglophone	literature,	in	which	“j”	is	read	as	“dʒ”,	it	is	written	Dyeus.
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the “Great Mother” Μητέρ Μεγάλη, and the Latins would later call her Magna mater. As the consort of the Heavenly Father 
she is the mother of his sons, so we could imagine her at his side as *djewa mater, the “Mother of the Gods” (Belaj, V. 2000; 
2002). Indeed, we find this syntagm in the dative case in one of the oldest Greek texts: “to the mother of the gods”, matere 
teija (ma-ta-ra ta-i-ja). She is the god-bearer, the pre-Christian θεοτόκος, and her name was written down as Diwija (Di-wi-
ja). This is the female form of the archaic form of the name Diwijos, “Zeus”. From the male name *Djeus were derived the 
female names Diana (Diviana), Deana, Tana, Devona, Divona. 

Although it is presently generally assumed that the supreme god of the Slavs was Perun, the facts contradict this as-
sumption. If the Slavic mythology was developed from the Indo-European mythology, we ought to conclude that it might 
also hide traces of the pie. “supreme god”, called *djeu(s) p’ter. All the more so because the early Slavs diverged from the 
proto-Balto-Slavic language group in the mid-1st millennium B.C. at the earliest, while the Balts still preserve in their oral 
(folklore) tradition a living memory of the Perkun’s father named Dievas, Dievs. His psl. name may have sounded something 
like *Divъ,*Děvъ.

The sources do not describe Perun as a creator and an all-father. The earliest source speaking of the proto-Slavic belief 
in the 6th century, before their first groups crossed the Danube and thus became the Southern Slavs, Procopius of Caesarea, 
is not sufficiently precise: “They believe in one god, the creator of lightning, who is the sole ruler of everything…”,2 in which 
it is easy to identify the thunderer Perun. In this one can really see Perun’s supreme rule over various “gods to which they 
attribute fields, forests, sorrows and joys” and similar, it is as if he had already entirely taken over the position of the previ-
ous creator, however, his name is not mentioned, and neither is there any trace of fatherhood of any sort.

Around 1170 Helmold recorded that the Slavs (more specifically, the Wagrians, who lived between Lübeck and Kiel), in 
addition to various other gods, also know a god who rules in Heaven. But he, Helmold goes on to state, according to Slavic 
belief, deals only with celestial matters, while everything else is the concern of other gods of his blood (Helmold 1868: I, 
LXIX). This is obviously the old God Father, the Creator, alive in his glory. This means that he is the father, and the other gods 
(including the thunderer) are his children and grandchildren. This piece of information was readily neglected by latter 
evolutionary interpreters of the psl. religion, since it did not fit into their evolutionary schemes of the history of religions.

That the proto-Slavic *Děv/*Div is not a recent scholarly reconstruction is testified by the all-Slavic adjective divlji (wild). 
At first it signified that what belongs to Div, i.e. God, and lives freely, in contrast to that what belongs to man and remains 
closely connected with the house. And one can “pȉtati”, or fatten, domestic animals – hence the term “pitom”, or tame. 
These are certainly psl. forms, strongly bearing witness that they were derived from the pie. creator’s name *djeu(s) p’ter, 
and indirectly also that the Slavs (same as the Balts), or at least their linguistic ancestors, must have known his name.

Russian philologists Vyacheslav Vsevolodovich Ivanov and Vladimir Nikolayevich Toporov (1965: 173), discussing the 
opposition home ÷ forest, associated with the latter a number of mythological beings, ill-disposed towards humans, due 
to which they tried to reconstruct the relation between forest and Div or Diva and dive, however, all of those are folklore 
characters that might be transformations of pre-Christian gods. These are no longer gods. The case is the same with the 
Ukrainian div from a popular curse recorded in the vicinity of Kyiv (Ukr. Київ, Rus. Киев): щоб на тебе див прийшов, “may 
a giant come to you” (roughly meaning “may a giant possess you”). 

With the help of old records about pre-Christian beliefs mentioning Див and Дива, as well as “through comparison 
with an Iranian variant of the evolution of a corresponding Indo-Iranian conception”, they tried to penetrate into deeper 
chronological layers and to reach out to high gods. They mentioned a paragraph from the translation of the epiphany 
sermon by St. Gregory the Theologian: “they offer a sacrifice to these gods… Mokoš, Diva, Perun, Hrs, Rod and rođenice 
(fate fairies), vampires and bjereginje (presumably coastal fairies)”,3 so they assumed that “once Div belonged to one of the 
higher levels of RS [ie. levels of religious system], while later… he moved to lower levels and became identified with lesser 
hostile forest spirits.”

The translator of another text by St. Gregory4 inserted a note: Oвъ Дыю жъреть а другыи Дивии, “This one sacrifices 
to Dij, and the other to Divija“ (Aničkov 1914: 94). At the first glance we have in front of us the first pair of pie. gods: *Djeus 
– *Djewa(na). However, it is more likely that Дыю is in fact the adopted modern-Greek form Δίας for Zeus.

2 Θεὸν	μὲν	γὰρ	ἔνα,	τὸν	τῆς	ἀστραπῆς	δημιουργὸν	ἀπάντων	κύριον	μόνον	αὐτὸν	νομίζουσι	εἶναι	καὶ	δὺουσιν	αὐτῷ	βόας	τε	καὶ	ἱερεῖα	ἅπαντα.	(The	
Gothic War [Bellum Gothicum] III, 14).

3	 Тѣмъ	же	богомъ	требоу	кладоуть	и	творѣть	и	словенскый	языкъ	виламъ	и	Мокошы,	Дивѣ,	Пероуну,	Хръсoу,	родoу	и	рожeници,	oупиремь	и	
берегынѣм	и	Переплутоу…	(Aničkov	1914:	76).

4 Бесѣда	Григория	Богослова	объ	испитаніи	града.
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Ivanov and Toporov drew attention to the fact that Eastern Slavic texts were familiar with Div (male, Дивъ, in singular) 
and Diva (female, дивы, in plural): the former is connected with such terms as “above”, “superior”, “dry”, and the latter with 
“below”, “inferior”, “wet”. Divъ still belongs to the order of the high gods, whereas dive, on the other hand, already belong 
to a group of lower-order female mythical beings (several beings with similar features, usually without personal names). 
By elevating Div to the level of Mokoš, Perun and Hrs, they attributed him to the generation of the children of Djeus P’ther’ 
(but never mentioning him at all). This would represent the next step in the reconstruction of his history, however, they 
never even tried to take it. By analogy, the same should apply to Diva, too.

The author of the first real record of a theonym among Western Slavs, in which we can recognize a female deity as the 
pair of the male *Diva/*Děva, was the Polish historian Jan Długosz,5 who wrote about the Poles in his Historia Polonica, in 
the second half of the 15th century, that “since their origins the Poles had been idolaters [worshipers of idols, i.e. “pagan“ 
gods], and honoured a multitude of gods and goddesses, for instance, Jupiter, Mars, Venus, Pluto, Diana and Ceres, and 
fell into the error of accepting the beliefs of other tribes and peoples”. No such description of original pagan belief exists 
for the Czechs, who were Christianized earlier (Długosz 1964). Cosmas of Prague (1045-1125) depicted the Slavic pantheon 
by analogy with that of Rome, writing that the pagan Czechs worshiped Jupiter, Mars and oreads, hamadryads etc., but he 
never mentioned Diana (Cosmas of Prague 2009).

This high goddess, at first the Mother Earth, was identified in the Balto-Slavic tradition with the Sun, which makes her 
ambivalent: during one period (summer) she is dry, fiery, residing in the Heaven with Perkun. Traces of this are found also 
among the Slavs (Katičić 2011: 17). During the other, opposite period (winter), she is moist, wet, resides down besides Veles, 
so then her name is Mokošь. She is sometimes called also Vela, Vila, Baba. It is likely, same as Mokoš, that these were at 
first merely attributes of the Mother Goddess. 

Perun’s adversary, pie. *Welnos, in the proto-Slavic mythology becomes *Velesъ. In the Eastern Slavic mediaeval texts 
he often appears as Volosъ, *vel- and *vol- in this meaning appear to be synonymous. But if we know the etymology of 
that name, as well as that among the Balts he is known as Velnias, Velinas (Lithuanian), Velns (Latvian), then the form Volosъ 
is presumably younger than Velesъ.

Reconstructed fragments of the Slavic mythical tradition position Perun and Mokoš on one side, and Veles on the other 
side of the big mythical water called Dunaj. Traces of this are found also in Croatia. This was probably an old name for the 
Dnieper. The Belarusians around Mogiljev/Магілёў until recently referred to Дняпро as Дунай/Dunaj. The Dnieper, which 
flows below the city of Kiev, was probably the border beyond which foreigners lived.

This assertion is corroborated by the linguistic analysis of hydronymy of the Upper Dnieper Basin by 
Vladimir Nikolayevich Toporov and Oleg Nikolayevich Trubachyov (1962), as well as by Trubachyov himself (1968). The au-
thors presented the southern and south-eastern border of Baltic hydronyms, which showed that the boundary between 
the Baltic (Lithuanian) and Slavic was sharp, and that the Slavic migration into the Baltic territory ran from south towards 
north. Besides, the territory of the earliest Slavic hydronyms was at the southern edge of the Baltic ones, next to the Pripyat 
river. Slavic hydronyms on the right (western) bank of the Dnieper River typologically predate the names on the left (east-
ern) side, suggesting that after the stabilization of the Slavic linguistic group there followed a migration from the west 
across the Dnieper eastwards. It was at that time at the latest that the notion of the Dnieper/Dunaj as a border towards 
foreigners may have been created. This is also the area where around 200 B.C. the Zarubintsy Culture came into being.

This is further substantiated by archaeological finds. The Dnieper demarcates several archaeological cultures, marking 
the border between different human groups. As an illustration may serve a small map by Boris Alexandrovich Rybakov 
(1979), with which he tried to show how archaeologists placed peoples/tribes described by Herodot (specifically: the Budi-
ni, Neuri, Melanchlaeni, Scythians plowmen, Scythians farmers, Androphagi). This map is a construct: rather than depicting 
a realistic situation in Herodotus’ time 2500 years ago, it features the opinions of different contemporary archaeologists, 
which Rybakov summarized on this map (Map 1):

5	 Jan	Długosz/Longinus	(1415–1489)	was	a	Polish	chronicler,	the	author	of	the	important	work	Annales	seu	cronicae	incliti	regni	Poloniae	(written	be-
tween	1455	and	1480),	published	in	two	volumes	in	1701	and	1703	under	the	title	Historia	Polonica	Ioannis	Dlvgossi	sev	Longini	Canonici	Cracoviensis	
in tres tomos digesta. 
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The slavs
“The Slavs” are a linguistic group of peoples, a people speaking one of the Slavic languages. Today, most serious rese-

archers accept the idea that the Slavs indeed cannot be considered to have existed “since times immemorial”, but were 
formed as a distinct group in not such a long past through the mixture (stratification) of two previous groups. This happe-
ned somewhere beyond the Carpathians, in the hilly region of Volhynia and the muddy lowlands of Polesia. This idea was 
put forward in 1970 by Vytautas Mažiulis, who showed that the Western Baltic (Prussian) and the Eastern Baltic dialects 
(present-day Lithuanian and Latvian) are genetically much closer to each other, as well as to Slavic languages, than thou-
ght before. Once, long before the beginning of the 2nd millennium B.C., these dialects had still formed part of the linguistic 
communication community6, the former “ocean of Indo-European dialects”, from which later developed the proto-Balto-
Slavic, proto-Germanic and Indo-Iranian linguistic communities. The proto-Baltic community (“Balto-Slavic”) acquired its 
own distinctive form only around 2000 B.C.

Almost simultaneously, in 1971, studying the territories where Slavic hydronyms were documented, Max Vasmer tri-
ed to extract the areas of Ugric, Iranian and Baltic substrate names, arriving at the conclusion that the zone south of 
the Pripyat and west of the Dnieper was the territory in which the Slavic languages must have developed (Vasmer 1971: 
101–249, 251–534). 

In 1986 Jerzy Okulicz looked at “old European” hydronyms from central and southern Poland and inferred from them 
traces of pre-Germanic and pre-Slavic “original inhabitants”, which he identified as the Veneti. A part of these natives 
(Veneti), in Okulicz’s opinion, flew eastwards to escape the invading Germans, to the territory of the Balto-Slavic Milograd 

6	 	I.e.	communities	of	people	able	to	communicate	between	themselves	in	a	common	language	without	additional	learning.

Map 1  The location of distinct tribes along the Dnieper river (rybakov 1979, redrafted by janko Belaj)
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culture, giving rise there, in the south-west, to the Zarubintsy culture (ukr. зарубинецькa культурa) around 200 B.C. (Okulicz 
1986: 14–18). In 1989 Georg Holzer tried to interpret the process of separation of Slavic dialects from proto-Baltic dialects 
as a consequence of imports from another, unknown, but also Indo-European language. He put forward the language of 
the Cimmerians, who were destroyed by the Scythians in the 6th century, as a possible source (Holzer 1989). In 1993, Hanna 
Popowska–Taborska pushed the period when the languages were reassorted a quarter of a millennium further in time, 
which served the scholars to reach different conclusions.7 These conclusions were presented by Andrej Pleterski in 2013:

The arrival of the “Veneti” primarily to the territory of the Balto-Slavic population of the Milograd culture and its pe-
riphery is possibly that structural cause which left consequences also in the language of the inhabitants of the newly-
formed archaeological culture (Pleterski 2013:14).

In recent times (in 2001) Florin Curta has complicated things considerably. Relying on old, mostly Byzantine sources 
from the period between AD 500 and 700, he tried to show that the history of the Slavs and the Antes began only as late 
as c. AD 500. Amidst specific military and political circumstances, Byzantine authors “started introducing names such as 
Slavs and Antes in order to conceive a process of group identification taking place north of the Danube border. The Slavic 
ethnicity has thus revealed itself as a Byzantine invention.8 This would mean that before that time there had been no 
Slavs at all (meaning the people who spoke a Slavic language and who were aware of their identity). Only owing to the 
emergence of military political entities, the dialect of one group (or several) became—so Curta asserts—a lingua franca of 
sorts in Eastern Europe, spreading among a number of tribes which the Byzantines started calling the Sclaveni or the Antes. 

The notion of the Slavic language as a lingua franca spread around by soldiers and merchants in the areas they visited 
seemed very attractive, and there are still those who actively promote it today. It appears that Radoslav Katičić also subscri-
bed to this opinion (2017: 200):

This author sees no reason why he shouldn’t agree with this lucid opinion. This means that the Slavic is Baltic, sepa-
rated from the latter in an idiosyncratic way. And this separation was historically caused by the fact that the proto-
Slavic language became the general language of conversation in the multi-national area ruled by the Avars. This had 
permanently marked and shaped the Slavic language group, while the culture of the Avar authority did not include 
writing.

However, it still cannot explain “the expansion of the Slavs” (this, too, it seems, belongs to the group of “politically 
incorrect” terms), at least not in all aspects of that term. Such a lingua franca may have contained words for concepts that 
soldiers and traders would encounter. But it certainly couldn’t have encompassed all the concepts from other situations 
in real life. 

Just an example: in the ancient world of the Slavs, weaving was a female occupation. Weavers were proud of their skill 
and covered up their occasional mistakes. Such places, barely perceptible (and thus not readily discussed) both Croatian 
and Polish peasant weavers called blizna. Not one merchant, not a single soldier would learn such words by themselves, 
nor would they transfer them, for instance, from Poland to Croatia. They were “transferred” by women who participated 
in the “relocation of the Slavs”, which supposedly never happened. The lexical content of the living culture of the ancient 
Slavs before their separation refutes Curta’s conclusions. As if Curta before our eyes were writing a new historiographic 
myth about them (Belaj, V., Belaj, J. 2018). 

Negative answers to such considerations were not in short supply either. Suffice it to mention the 2009 and 2013 works 
by the Ljubljana scholar Andrej Pleterski, and the 2010 work by the Ukrainian scholar Maksim Žih. The latter mocked Curta: 
“in summary, we could say that F. Curta’s works are frequently structured on the principle leading “from (an a priori) con-
cept towards sources”. We may add that Curta’s way of thinking is suspiciously similar to the stadial theory of the Soviet 
scholar Nicholas Yakovlevich Marr9 (see: Belaj, V., Belaj, J. 2018).

7	 In	the	21st	century,	Jürgen	Udolph	put	forward	his	conclusions,	based	on	hydronymy,	about	the	areas	in	which	specific	linguistic	groups	were	formed	
from	the	proto-Indo-European	“territorial	dialects”.	The	territory	of	formation	of	the	Slavic	linguistic	group	ought	to	be	sought,	in	Udolph's	words,	
north of the Carpathians, in southern Poland and western Ukraine	(Udolph	2010;	2015:	173),	merely	corroborating	what	had	already	been	known	
a	long	time.

8	 Curta	2001,	on	the	unpaginated	page	preceding	the	title	page:	Because of these military and political developments, Byzantine authors began employ-
ing names such as Sclavines and Antes in order to make sense of the process of group identification that was taking place north of the Danube frontier. 
Slavic ethnicity is therefore shown to be a Byzantine invention.

9	 Nicholas	Yakovlevich	Marr,	Russian	Николай	Яковлевич	Марр,	Grusian ნიკოლოზ იაკობის ძე მარი (1865-1934);	his	father	James	Marr	was	Scot-
tish,	and	his	mother	was	Georgian;	from	1908	he	had	published	serious	philological	works	in	which	he	showed	similarities	between	Semitic-Hamitic,	
Caucasian	and	the	Bask	languages.	In	1923	he	developed	the	so-called	Japhetic	theory	on	the	emergence	of	language,	also	called	the	“new	linguistic	
doctrine”	Новое	учение	о	языке.	According	to	it,	all	the	languages	in	the	world	are	based	on	“four	elements”	-	the	exclamations	sal,	ber,	jon,	roš,	from	
which,	through	different	developmental	phaes/stadia	(instead	of	division	into	different	languages),	languages	develop	following	the	rules	connected	
with	social	development.	They	all	develop	following	a	“unique	glotto-genetic	process”,	with	the	speed	of	changes	being	the	only	difference.	Thus,	for	
instance,	the	German	language	is	nothing	else	but	a	transformed	Slavic	language.	This	theory	was	authoritatively	refuted	by	none	other	than	Yossif	
Visarionovich	Stalin	himself	in	his	work	Марксизм	и	вопросы	языкознания	(1950).
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In addition to the fact that Curta’s conclusions cannot withstand a logical critique, they are also based only on selected 
evidential material he necessitated in order to infer the conclusions he had already made in advance. The oldest known 
source mentioning the Slavs is Claudius Ptolemy’s magnum opus “Geographical Guidance”, from as early as the first half of 
the 2nd century!10 Here, in the sixth book, 14th paragraph, there are the mentioned Σουοβηνοί: “The entire north part of that 
Scythia in the vicinity of unknown lands is inhabited by the Scythians, referred to by the common expression as Scythian 
Alani and Suoweni and Alanorsi, while lower from them there are the Saitiani and Massaii [Masageti] and Sueboi…“11

Only as late as four centuries later, in the 6th century, the Roman-Gothic historian Iordanes12, in his “History of the Goths” 
described the Veneti people, which is divided into the Sclaveni and the Antes: 

…ab ortu Vistulae fluminis per inmensa spatia Venetharum natio populosa consedit, quorum nomina licet nunc 
per varias familias et loca mutentur, principaliter tamen Sclaveni et Antes nominantur. … 
“…from the source of the Vistula river, through a vast area, there live the populous people of the Veneti, whose names 
are presently changed from one clan and place to the next, but who are still primarily called the Sclaveni and Antes…”. 
(Jordan / Iordanes 2014).

Only after that did the Slavic name appear in other Byzantine documents, in the form Sclavenoi, which Curta takes as 
his starting point.

The name *slOvěne 
In 1980 Ivanov and Toporov dedicated an extensive paper to ancient Slavic ethnonyms, in which they mentioned 

Ptolemy’s Souobene (Ivanov, Toporov 1980: 14-18). The Greeks did not tolerate in their language the initial consonant 
cluster sl-, σλ-, and they also did not clearly distinguish the sounds l and b, λ and β. Besides, their alphabet does not even 
have a letter corresponding to the Latin “v”, so Greek writers used the letter beta: β, for the sound “v” which they heard in 
words of non-Greek origin. If we know that, then we may read the name that Ptolemy wrote in the form Σουοβηνοί13 as 
the Sloveni. Later they transformed the Slavic name into Σκλαβηνοι, which was then adopted by the Romans in the form 
Sclaveni, Sclavi. This form would then solidify due to popular etymology, which associated the name Sclaveni with the Latin 
word sclavus, “slave”, which would result, for instance, in the Italian form Schiavoni.

Besides, comparative Slavistics clearly showed that the form Slaveni (with the vowel “a”) is younger than Sloveni (with 
the vowel “o”). In most Slavic languages there is no form with “a”, for instance among the Slovenians, Czechs and Slovaks 
(Slovani, Slované, Slovane), Poles (Słowiane), Serbs and Macedonians (Словeни), Ukrainians (Слов’яни), and even in those 
peoples which in their present-day litterary languages have “a”, like the Croats (Slaveni), Bulgarians (Славяни) and Rus-
sians (славяне), older forms with “o” were confirmed: „Slovinci, Slovenci“ among the Croats, Словѣне amnog mediaeval 
Russians and Bulgarians. Therefore, we can reconstruct the proto-Slavic form *Slověne with complete certainty, so any 
derivation of the Slavic name from a word denoting the term “slave” is rendered pointless. Curta, it would seem, failed to 
observe this.

However, this enabled Ivanov and Toporov to search for the origin of the meaning of the name *Slověne in the Indo-
European stem *s(w)e/obh(o)-. From this also various other Indo-European tribes derived names for themselves, for instan-
ce, Germanic tribes such as the Suebi (present-day Swabians), Suíar (Swedes), Semnones, Suiones; also Italic, like the Sabines, 
Sabellians, Samnites (Otrębski 1947). The Slavs are not alone. And the Indo-European root *swobh- signified that what for 
the speaker is “his/hers”, that which belongs to the speaker. The name derived from that root would mean primarily, if we 
accept that etymology, “We, who are together our own, who understand each other”. That name is not an exonym like 
“Sclaveni”, as the Greeks and Romans called them, but an endonym, the name the Slověne called themselves.

This etymology makes comprehensible also other expressions that are semantically interconnected in different ways, 
which further reinforces the etymology itself. From the Indo-European root *sṷobh- was derived also the Slavic word 

10	 We	used	a	Greek	text	from	the	Claudii Ptolemaei Geographia, edited	by Carolus Fridericus Augustus Nobbe, Lipsiae	1845,	Volume	II,	page.	124 (line	
10)	and	the	Latin	Geographia Claudii Ptolemaei	(from	1408	or	1407,	translated	by	Jacobus	Angelus	in	Florence,	transcription	Codex Valentinus, created 
between	1460	and	1477).

11	 Κατανέμονται	δὲ	ταύτης	τῆς	Σκυθίας	τὴν	μὲν	πρὸς	ἄρκτους	πᾶσαν	ἐγγὺς	τῆς	ἀγνώστου	οἱ	κοινῶς	καλούμενοι	Ἀλανοὶ	Σκυθαι,	καὶ	οἱ	Σουοβηνοί,	καὶ	
Ἀλανορσοί,	τὴν	δὲ	ὑπὸ	τούτοις	Σαιτιανοί,	καὶ	Μασσαῖοι,	καὶ	Σύηβοι,	καὶ	παρὰ	τὸ	Ἲμαον…	(Γεωγραφιϰὴ	ὑφήγησις	VI,	14),	or,	in	Latin	translation:

 Colunt aut hanc scytham omnem uersus septentrione[m] prope terram incognitam qui communi uocabulo Alani Scyte nominatur & Suobeni & Alanorsi. 
Partem autem que sub ins est Tenent Setiani & Massei & Syebi & juxta Imaum montem Tectosaces.

12	 Documented	also	as	Jornandes,	Jordanis,	Iordanes,	Iordanis;	†	after	552.
13	 However,	in	typesetting	the	text	in	the	name	Σουοβηνοί	the	letters	„υ“	and	„ν“	were	replaced,	resulting	in	a	new	name:	Σονβηυοι	(Ivanov,	Toporov	

1980:	14–18),	which	would	read	as	“Sonbeui“.	This	did	not	have	any	repercussion	on	the	rest	of	their	text,	but	probably	did	have	as	a	consequence	
that	almost	nobody	paid	any	attention	to	their	interpretation.
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*svoboda (preserved in that form, for instance, in Slovenian, Czech, Slovakian, Polish, Russian), which in certain languages 
appears also in the form sloboda (Croatian, Serbian). For Russians, свобода has the same meaning as the Croatian sloboda, 
while слобода meant “village, settlement”. The Russian sloboda is in that case one’s own territory, the territory where one is 
on his own, which nicely corresponds with the Sanskrit word (likewise derived from *sṷobh-) sabhá, which means “assembly 
of village municipalities, a congress”, and to a degree also the German word Sippe “clan” (i.e. “those who are together their 
own”). This allows a reconstruction of a very old meaning of the name *slověne as “a tribe of the free, of their own people”. 
If this is so, this is at the same time also a community of people who speak the same language, which is conscious of its 
slověne identity and knows that to them the other people are foreign.

Today we can conclude with a fair degree of certainty that the “Proto-Slavs” separated from the Balto-Slavic group that 
archaeologists convincingly recognize in the Milograd culture (Belarus. Мiлaградская к.). The territory of the Milograd 
culture comprised the area stretching to the present-day cities Minsk (Мінск), Mogilev (Магілёў ) and Kiev (Kyjiv), while 
in the southwest it stretched to the river Styr (Ukr. Стир, Rus. Стыр). This is the area of today’s Polesia and Volhynia. 
This had been the area of the Balto-Slavic languages into which foreign elements may have penetrated, which led to the 
formation of the Zarubintsy culture and the separation of one (south-western) group of the Milograd Balto-Slavs from 
their core, and the “emergence” of the Proto-Slavs. Here, in Polesia and Volhynia, was where the Slavs were conceived as a 
nation conscious of its identity, with its own language and name. Those were the ones “Who were together their own”. We 
shall add that this was also the area in which the particularities of their worldview were formed.

With the Zarubintsy culture the archaeologists are already on firm ground, this is the earliest Slavic culture. There could 
not even be an earlier Slavic culture in the first place (Pleterski 2013: 15). The territory of the Zarubintsy culture geographi-
cally corresponds with Polesia and Volhynia. Polesia (Ukr. Полісся, western Polish Полíсьсе, Belarus Палессе) is an area 
of the Pripyat marshes between Ukraine and Belarus, and on the outside it stretches also into Poland (Polesie) and Russia 
(Полесье). The inhabitants of Polesia refer to themselves as the Polješuki (полешуки). The area between the Carpathians 
and the middle Dnieper is the ancient Volhynia (psl. *Volynь, Polish Wołyń, Ukrainian Вeлинь, Волинь, Russian Волынь). 
Geographical Polesia partly overlaps with the historical concept of Volhynia.

Around the mid-1st century AD the Zarubintsy population suffered a severe crisis, as borne out by the archaeological 
record. In the 2nd century AD the Goths invaded from the east, while in the 3rd century it was superseded by the Kiev culture 
(from Kiev north-eastwards in the basin of the Upper Dnieper and the Berezina rivers). To the south, on the other hand, 
the Chernyakhov culture extended across the Dniester (Ukr. Дністер) to the Lower Danube. The Slavs started extending 
the territory they identified with. In the 5th century three related cultures developed, which everyone today agrees re-
presented early Slavic cultures: the Prague-Korchak, Kolochin and Penkovka cultures. They were spread by the migrating 
Slavic populations during the 6th-8th centuries. The territory of the early Prague-Korchak culture corresponds to that of the 
Zarubintsy culture, with the core in Volhynia.14

The bearers of that culture lived in small, unprotected villages next to waters or swamps in lowlands; in groves next 
to watercourses, in river meanders, which provided protection. Up to ten families would reside there at any one time, 
and some of those places contained earthen fortifications (offering refuge against the enemy). Small rectangular (15–20 
m2) dwellings were mostly sunk into the ground and had post-and-wattle walls, with a clay or stone oven set in a corner. 
Wheat-storage pits lay nearer or farther away from the houses. The economy was based on arable farming (simple plou-
ghs, draught animals: horses and cattle, cereals: wheat, barley, rye and oats) and cattle breeding (horses and cattle, pigs, 
sheep and chickens). Their material culture was very poor, for instance, they used hand-made pottery with simple orna-
mentation (“Prague-type pottery”). Burial urns, when they used any, were also made in this way. Often—it appears—they 
simply placed the ashes of their cremated members into the earth in wooden boxes or even without anything at all, by 
simply putting the ashes into holes dug in the ground. It is also possible that they scattered the ashes into rivers or some 
other holy places. These are possible interpretations for the lack of observed Slavic cemeteries from that period. Carpenter 
and blacksmith tools and weaving accessories complement the picture we have formed of their life.

Pottery is the most readily recognizable element of the Prague-Korchak culture. This type was initially named the 
Prague-type pottery (Borkovský 1940). Later on it turned out that its origin was actually in the trans-Carpathian (as viewed 
from Prague) Korchak (Корчак) culture, which was named “Prague” on account of that pottery, and which today is usually 
referred to by the compound name of the Prague-Korchak culture. Owing to the finds of Prague pottery we can follow the 
traces of the migrations from the core of that culture south of the Pripyat river along the Carpathians until Western Slovakia 
and the contiguous edge of Moravia, and further into the Prague Basin and the valleys of the Elbe and Saale rivers to the 
14	 For	early	Slavic	cultures,	see:	Pleterski	1990:	35–44;	2013:	7–32.	For	Zarubintsy	culture	in	particular,	see:	Pačkova	2016:	371.
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Havel river (Map 2). The latest research has shown that in front of the Moravian Gate an arm separated from that direction 
southwards into Slovenia and through Western Croatia through the Una valley until northern Dalmatia (Guštin, Pavlović 
2011; Bekić 2016). This realization demands a new verification of ethnological attempts to, observing certain specific 
features in the peasant culture of the western (mostly Kajkavian) southern-Slavic lands, point to the possibility to reveal 
different strata and directions of imigration from the north (Gavazzi 1960; Belaj, V. 1970). 

The myThical cOnTenT OF vOlhynia
As early as 1974 Ivanov and Toporov, discussing the confrontation between the Thunderer (Perun) and Dragon (Veles), 

or—as they called it—the “fundamental myth”, connected with it the entire territory from the Carpathians to the Dnie-
per. Here, on one side, is Perun’s mountain, which is up above, dry, and on the other side, down below are Veles’ lowlands, 
wet, marshy. Ivanov and Toporov “inferred” this proto-Slavic variant of the narration of that conflict from toponyms and 
their distribution in the landscape (Ivanov, Toporov 1974).

The Carpathians are on the other hand merely one part of the mountain range stretching from the Rhine to eastern 
European steppes. Some mountains are connected by the names of similar meaning, all of which pertain to thunders or, in 
other words, to the pie. thunderer *Perkwun-o. Specifically, in Celtic it is realized as Ἀρκύνια (ὅρη), in Latin as Hercynia (silva) 

Map 2 The map summarily depicts the sites that yielded elements of the Prague culture (A) and territories of other contemporary cultures: 
B – territory of the Sukow-Dziedzice culture, C – Penkovka culture, D - Ipoteşti-Cândeşti culture. Presence of some elements of the Prague 
culture in those areas (B, C, D) is the result of sporadic immigration. Line e marks the frontier of the roman empire and Byzantium. The 
stripe extending the length of the Dinaric watershed into the Alps is somewhat enigmatic. The map was adopted from the Sedov (2002) 
and here it was only minimally changed for the requirements of this paper. Such black dots (A) would today be much more numerous 
(redrafted by janko Belaj)
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(present-day Harz), in Germanic as Firgunnea (middle high German Virgunt), and in western Slavic as Krkonoše/Karkonosze. 
Here one can also include the Greek name Κεραύνια όρη for the Carpathians.15 All of those are thundering, sacred *per(kw)
un’s mountains. At the same time they were also wooded, as borne out by the attributes such as (Hercynia) silva, (Teuto-
burger) Wald, (Český) les. Often the words gora, šuma, les, g(v)ozd simultaneously cover the terms “high elevation on land” 
and “tree-covered land”. These binomial mountain names may be contracted into a single one, with the meaning “for-
est”, so here we may tentatively include also the Croatian name Gvozd and the Czech Šumava (perhaps also the Serbian 
Šumadija).

The Greeks were also familiar with the name Καρπατης ὅρος, “Carpathian Mountain” (Ptolemaei III., 5, §15), which 
matches the names for the Carpathians documented by Arabic authors, e.g. al-Idrisi (a travel writer from Morocco, 1099-
1165 or 1166)16 as “the K(a)r(a)k(ū) mountains“, which could literally mean also “Krak’s mountains”. This in turn matches the 
name of the Polish mythical hero named Krak, as well as the oikonym Kraków (with the literal meaning: “that which belongs 
to Krak”). In the roots *Kark ~ *Krak we may observe a possible doublet (equivalent synonym).

There are also differently shaped, but nevertheless related names of Perun’s mountain. In Hittite texts appear expres-
sions such as hekur pirwa, “Hekur (of the god) Pirwa” (Pirwe <*per(kw)uno) and Hulana (“Wooly [river]“). The name Hulana 
was derived from pie. *wel-, from which was also derived the name of Perun’s adversary Veles, so Hulana would there-
fore be the sacred Veles’ river. We do not know whether Hekur Pirwa and the Hulana river were spatially connected, but 
we do have such an opposition clearly expressed in the case of the Russian Novgorod: Perun’s monastery (Перынский 
монастырь) ÷ river Volhov (Волхов) (Katičić 2008: 115). 

The mythical meaning of the name Carpathians stands in clear opposition with the name of the lowland stretching 
from the Carpathian slopes until the Pripyat (Ukr. Прип’ять, Bel.: Прыпяць) and the Dnieper. This is the old *Volynь. The 
name of the fifth rapid (cataract) of the Dnieper, which the Ukrainians today call Волинскiй прах, is similar. Procopius from 
Caesarea recorded it in his work De Bellis as βουλνηπράχ, Vulneprah. Its second old name is Гадючий (Gaduči, i.e. “belonging 
to gad”), a snake. And the dragon was defeated by Кыйь, a mythical hero who built Kiev (one of three brothers). Even his 
name points to the Thunderer’s weapon Кыйь < *kyjь „mallet“. Bουλνηπράχ extends the doublet *Vel-, *Vol- to include also 
*Vul- (like in the Celtic word Hulana).17 South-east of Volhynia lies an area whose name is derived from *dol-: this is Ukrainian 
Подiлля, Russian Подолье. The opposition gora ÷ (po)dol (mountain ÷ lowland) matches the oposition Perun ÷ Veles (Katičić 
2008: 125), so the name Podolje is semantically equivalent to Volhynia both in the geographic as well as in the mythological 
sense.

Polish tradition about the earliest history of Kraków relates how Krak built his town (Kraków) on the Wawel mountain 
(old Polish Wąwel). At the foot of the Vavel Rock there is the cave Smocza jama (Dragon’s pit, cave) in which lives Smok 
Wawelski (Wawel < *vel-.), a man-eater. This tradition, much like the name (Wawel < *wel-.), establishes a firm connection of 
that entire toponymic complex with the mythical figure of the Thunderer’s adversary.

A 10th-century note by the Arabian travel writer al-Mas’udi18 was recorded before 947:
One of those tribes [Slavic] had once, in the beginning of time, ruled over the others. Their ruler they called Mažd.k, and 
the tribe itself was called W.l.njana. This tribe was long ago succeeded by all other Slavic tribes.19

Temporal modifier “at that time” (a formula in the Latin Bible is: In illo tempore), invoked by al-Mas’udi, denotes a mythi-
cal pre-time, time of the creation, time when people, peoples and their names were created. The Volhynian tribe, which 
“at the beginning of time” lived in Volhynia, was in its beginnings the tribe about which myths spoke. This is a fragment 
of one of the Slavic origo gentis, “the origin of the clan”, which legitimizes the authority of the ruler by calling upon partly 

15	 In	Greek,	the	change	of	the	initial	consonant	p	> k	gave	rise	to	Zeus’	nickname	Κεραύνιος (“He	who	strikes	with	thunderbolts”,	Ζεύς Κεραύνιος), which 
means	that	the	numerous	Ceraunian	mountains	can	be	categorized	as	belonging	to	Perkun.	Κεραύνια ὄρη	was	also	the	name	of	a	mountain	located	
north	of	mainland	Greece	in	Epirus	and	on	the	other	side	of	the	Strait	of	Otranto	in	Magna	Graecia.	This	was	also	the	name	used	for	the	Urals	and	the	
eastern	parts	of	the	Caucasus.	These	are	all	forms	that	were	ultimately	derived	from	the	pie.	root	*per-	“strike,	hit”,	and	they	clearly	denoted	moun-
tain	crags	which	Perkuno/Perunъ	strikes	with	thunderbolts.	This	naming	occurred	before	the	collapse	of	the	European	branch	of	the	Indo-European	
languages,	and	cannot	be	attributed	to	later	languages.

16	 Al-Idrisi,	whose	full	name	was	Abu	Abd	Allah	Muhammad	ibn	Muhammad	ibn	Abd	Allah	ibn	Idris	al-Idrisi	(  	هللا	دبع	نب	دمحم	نب	دمحم	هللا	دبع	وبأ
	One	of	Excursion	Pleasure	„The	,قافآلا	قارتخا	يف	قاتشملا	ةهزن)	al-afaq	ikhtiraq	fi	Mushataq		work	his	in	1100–1165),	around	,يسيردإلا	سيردإ	نب
Who	Is	Eager	to	Traverse	the	Regions	of	the	World“).

17	 The	myth	of	the	three	brothers	is	universal.	We	find	it	in	the	Old	Testament	(Genesis	9,	18).	See	also	Belaj,	V.,	Belaj,	J.	2014:	46,	47.
18	 Al-Mas’udi,	full	named	as	Abú	'l-Ḥasan	ʿAlī	bnu	'l-Ḥusayn	ibn	ʿAlī	al-Masʿūdī	(~	890	–	~	957).
19 According	to:	Třeštik	1999:	71–85;	Třeštik	2003.	See	also	Belaj, V., Belaj, J.	2014:	61-62.
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mythical events.
According to folklore traditions, once, in the beginning of time, there lived in Volhynia Velety, Voloty, giants of some 

sort. Later on, “the entire people of the Volots” went to kurgans (burial mounds), so today they live underground;20 in the 
context of proto-Slavic mythology they now reside with Veles/Volos. Before the 9th century the town Volinj, Velinj (Волинь, 
Волин, Велинь, Polish Wołyń; this is a masculine name) was created in Trans-Carpathian Volhynia at the confluence of the 
Gučva river into Western Bug, as the centre of tribal authority before the annexation of Volhynia (the province name is 
feminine) by the Kievan Rus’ State around 981. It was destroyed during the Tatar invasion in 1240.

The Carpathian mountains and the area of Volhynia, the names Kij and Kyjiv, as well as Krak and Kraków, Dnipro as the 
frontier, as well as the “knowledge” about the Veleti/Voloti were important elements of the conscience, the worldview 
basis for the “shaping” of the proto-Slavic “proto-homeland”.

From this proto-homeland different Slavic groups embarked in search of new areas for living. This included not only 
soldiers but also groups of peasants with their whole families, and women (mothers) are the ones who preserve the “moth-
er” tongue in families. A group of people called Dulebi arrived in southern Bohemia at the turn of the 6th and 7th centuries 
as Doudleby (the name of the market town Doudleby nad Orlicí near Budějovice reminds us of them), and a part of them 
arrived in Croatia as Dulebi (the oikonym Dulepska and hydronym Dulepski potok near Vrbovec). Buzhans are preserved 
among the Croats in the name of the mythical heroine Buga and the family name Bužan. A part of the Croats also settled 
in (north-eastern) Bohemia, and another part separated from them and continued farther south, where they formed the 
nucleus of present-day Croatia.

Toponymic traces of the early Slavs in Croatia were presented in 2009 by Vladimir Peter Goss in his paper about a 
three-headed (or four-headed?) sculpture of a pre-Christian god, discovered in Vaćani near Skradin (Goss 2009: 42–44). The 
migration of the Slavs in that area was recently discussed by Mladen Ančić, who interpreted the arrival of the Croats in Dal-
matia as a consequence of Frankish politics agains the Avars. For him, the Slavic ethnic groups mentioned in the sources 
should be considered merely as the more or less temporary alliances of military bands, and certainly not as peoples in the 
early mediaeval context (Ančić 2000). Be as it may, parts of ethnic groups from Volhynia (including the Buzhans, Duljebi 
and Hrvati/Croats) migrated to new homelands, carrying with them from their proto-Slavic core also the particularities of 
their “Volhynian” worldview (their ethnic names, myths of the origin of the world, people, peoples, rules, as an important 
part of their ethnic identity), they mixed between themselves as well as with the populations they encountered, and creat-
ed new realities from those elements. Although those bearers of the Croat name who went south had not passed through 
Bohemia themselves, we can still observe the Bohemian area as an intermediate station in these migrations.

ReplicaTing The wORldview FROm The TRans-caRpaThians
It is high time we cautioned that it is important to distinguish the features typical only of the Volhynian population 

from pan-Slavic ones. Typical Volhynian toponyms are connected with the name of Volhynia itself, and with the mythical 
heroes Kij and Krak. Wherever else we may encounter them, we are justified in assuming they were brought from the 
ancient Volhynia. However, the names such as Perun, Volos and Mokoš, as well as toponyms derived from terms such as 
*trěba, zmija, igra and similar, were a pan-Slavic cultural property, and may have been brought from any Slavic province. 
This is also true for toponyms derived from *děva (“virgin”), as well as for the story of the ruler and three sons: it is almost 
universal and by itself says nothing about its origin. Toponyms derived directly from the name Veles, instead of Velinj/Volinj 
were not included here either. We put forward an overview21 of the distribution of “Volinj”-type toponyms spread after the 
migration:

● Velinja, Volynja. Although upon the subjugation of Volhynia to Kiev the entire tribal administration and tribal identi-
ty also disappeared, people to this day use the name Волинь for the entire territory of Polesia, Полісся, from east of Lublin 
in Poland to Kiev. The provincial identity has remained and is expressed in the names of administrative units. The linguists 
use the term Volhynian for the dialect spoken from the eastern edge of Poland to Zhytomyr (Волинський говор).

As early as the first half of the 19th century Volinj (Волинь) or Velinj (Велинь) was also the name of the village at the lo-
cation of the tribal town (Cinkalovski 1984: 212). Today its name is Gródek, and the town itself is in an “archaeological con-
dition”. In Volhynia there are almost no other toponyms derived from that base, however, the immigrants preserved that 

20 The	Irish	tradition	(Lebor Gabála Érenn, “The	Book	of	the	Taking	of	Ireland”)	also	mentions	aes sidhe,	“people	from	[burial]	tumuli”,	a	divine	people	
that	in	the	mythical	times	flew	below	ground	to	escape	the	immigrants.

21	 This	overview	of	place	names	 (provinces,	 settlements,	human	groups)	was	made	according	 to	 the	 indices	of	 the	programmes	Google maps and 
opetstreetmap.org,	various	atlases	and	the	toponymic	dictionary	by	Oleksandr	Cinkalovski	(1984).
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name and used it to name their settlements in new homelands. We find it in most Slavic countries. In Russia, these are, for 
instance, the small river Волин and hamlets Волын in the Ryazan Oblast, near Novgorod, in the Orenburg Oblast along the 
Ural. In the Czech Republic there is the Volyň peak (Ger. Toter Mann, 875 m), in southern Bohemia the town Volyně, below 
which flows the Volyňka river, and there is also a village of the same name in the Ore Mountains (Krušné hory). In Croatia, on 
the other hand, one finds a village by the name of Volinja (Upper and Lower Volinja) in the Pounje region.

In Slovenia north-west of Celje there is a town called Velenje (German Wöllan) and the hamlet Velunja on a brook of the 
same name. Related names such as Wolina are found in Poland near Stalowa wola, Wolinia on the Łeba river and Wołyńce 
south of Siedlce.

● Veljun, Велюн́ь is the name of a village in the Rivne (Рівненська) Oblast along the river Gorinj (Горинь)22. In Belarus 
and in Croatia in the Kordun region and above Senj there are villages called Велюнь, Veljun. The Polish town Wieluń is cal-
led Велюнь in Russian texts. The form Wieleń appears more frequently: there is a Wieleń along the Dunajec river, a Wielen 
is also found in north Germany in the vicinity of Kiel near Uelzen in Holstein. Two other oikonyms in Poland might belong 
to this series: the village Włyń near Sieradz and the town of Wleń in the west of Silesia.

● Volynka – a settlement and a river. In Belarus there is a hamlet Валынка above a river called Вaлинка. Three 
Vołyńce are found in the north-west of Poland, and there is also a village called Волынка in Ukraine, on the left (eastern) 
bank of the Dnieper. Close by there is a village called Волосківці (rus. Волoсковцы), which is reminiscent of Volosko, a vil-
lage below Mount Učka in Croatia. Hamlets called Вoлынка are located in Russia near Kursk and Yaroslavl, as well as in the 
far east near Perm, in Bashkiria and near Krasnoyarsk on the Yenisei river.

● Kyjov. Among the Eastern Slavs, besides the name of the city of Kiev, there are no such toponyms. In Bohemia, the 
oikonym Kyjov appears as the name of a dozen hamlets. There are also the ruins of a burg Kyjov in a forest west of Plzeň.

In Slovakia there are two villages called Kyjov, and there is also a 821 m high peak called Kyjov in the east. The village 
Kijevo is found in Croatia in northern Dalmatia, as well as in Bosnia and Herzegovina near Sanski Most and south of Saraje-
vo. Kijev Do is a village in the hinterland of Slano in Herzegovina. Several peaks and hamlets called Kij are scattered around 
Slovenia, and there is also one near Kragujevac in Serbia. In Kosovo, the Slavic oikonym Kljevë (Serb. Kijevo) is located north 
of Gjakovë.

● Krak. In Poland, his name is found in the city of Kraków, the second largest city in that country. There are a dozen 
villages and hamlets with that name in Poland. There are also settlements called Krakówiani, Krakówek, Krakulice. Karkówo 
is situated near Stargard Szczecinski, while Karkówka lies north-east of Sandomierz. Such oikonyms are encountered also 
in Volhynia: Кракув  near Volodymyr-Volynskyi and Кракн between Kiev and Poltava.

In north-east Germany one finds the villages Krakow, Krackow and the town called Krakow am See near Rostock. In the 
Czech Republic, Krák is found in the settlements Krakov, Krakovec in the Rakovník district north-east of Plzeň, while Křakov 
is a village near Domažlice. In Slovenia, Krakovo is an old southern suburb of Ljubljana, Krakovski gozd is a forest north of 
Kostanjevica na Krki, and there is also a village near Sevnica called Krakovo. In Croatia, a forest near Vrbovec is called Kra-
kovo. Here we should also add the town of Krapina.

● Krok is a hamlet in the Kępno county, 50 km west of Wieluń. The mythical Krokův hrád in Bohemia near Zbečno is only 
mentioned by Cosmas.

● Djewa. We shall also try, in keeping with the title of the paper, to follow traces pointing to the ancient psl. supreme 
gods called *Děv/*Div and *Děvana/Divana or *Děva/Diva, derived from pie. *Djeus – *Djewa(na). It would be difficult to 
separate them from the names created from the term “djeva, djevica” (“girl, virgin”). They may be taken into consideration 
for this discussion only if they are associated in the landscape with the names of other gods.

In Belarusian Polesia there are oikonyms Дивин, Дивинське, in the south of Lithuania Dieveniškės, in Ukraine there is 
Дивень, Дивин. In Polish Pomorze an arm of the Oder river near Wolina is called Dziwna/Dievenow, while the settlement 
on the confluence is called Dziwnów. In Bohemia the name Děvín is borne by several peaks (310 m south of Prague; 550 
m near Věstonice; 421 m near Liberec), a pond near Jindřichův Hradec, in Slovakia, Devín is the name of a small town near 
Bratislava, a peak (554 m) in the White Carpathians and a village near Banská Bistrica. Devin is also found in northern Ger-
many near Stralsund.

Several peaks in Slovenia bear the name Devin (double peak 792 and 787 m, Stari trg pri Ložu; 1088 m, Ilirska Bistrica; 
Devinski hrib 853 m near Vipava), the villages Devina near Slovenska Bistrica, Duino/Devin north-west of Trieste, the brook 
Devina (springs out near Šmartno on the Pohorje Mountain and draining into the Polskava near Pragersko), and a village 

22 This	hydronym	has	a	deeper	meaning	which	equals	that	of	the	name	Volynka,	which	is	etymologically	connected	with	Veles.	In	narrations	documented	
in	the	territory	of	Belarus	and	Ukraine,	Veles	appears	also	as	Zmaj Gorynič, Змей	Горынич	(Ivanov,	Toporov	1974:	171).	
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called Devina above it. In Croatia, there is the Diviška ridge above Baška, 1.5 km long and around 470 m high, with a Diviška 
pond below it; there are also the Divić peak in the Lika region, a hamlet called Divoš near Ernestinovo, and the Divna cove 
on the Pelješac peninsula. A similar name is found below the Bogočin hill near Unešić: a cave called Divina pećina. Divić grad 
is a peak in Central Bosnia; Divič  is a 1842 m high peak above the Rama lake on the Čvrsnica mountain. A hamlet called 
Divič is near Zvornik, and a village called Divin is situated near Bileća in Herzegovina. In Bulgaria, Девин is a small town 
south of Plovdiv.

a) Settlement in south-west Bohemia

Slavic-speaking ancestors of today’s Czechs started immigrating to Bohemia from the east as early as the 6th century, 
however, it was only the second wave, which arrived in the first half of the 7th century, that left sufficient traces to allow 
us to build a picture of them. It is recognizable on account of the Prague pottery, and they arrived in Bohemia from the 
Middle Danube. One of the immigrant groups carried with it the name “Czechs”, settled in the Czech Basin, gathered the 
surrounding groups and organized an early feudal state, spreading its name to the entire population.

It is somewhat surprising that in southern Bohemia, which abounds in “Volhynian” toponyms, there is almost no Pra-
gue pottery at all. We can at present only guess about the reasons for this. The situation is the same in the broader area 
around the confluence of the Oder river, where in the 7th century appeared the Sukow-Dziedzice culture, although it has 
to be said that it is very similar (and closely related) to the Prague culture in Bohemia. 

In the new homeland they placed mythical figures on their new places, and they presented events in the new space. 
They also defined place names to remind them of their own homeland, Velinja/Volinja (Volhynia). However, they also in-
troduced other elements of their old worldview, for instance, the motif of the royal father with three children, only—unlike 
the Poles—they called him Krok, and the town in which he lived they called Krokův [hrad]: 

Inter quos vir quidam oriundus extitit nomine Crocco, ex cuius vovabulo castrum iam arboribus obsitum in silua, que 
adiacet pago Stybeczne, situm esse dinoscitur. (Cosmas of Prague 2009: III. chapter) 
“Among them was a man called Krok, who gave the name to the town overgrown with trees in the forest, loca-
ted near the Zbečno village.”23

The Dulebi inhabited southern Bohemia, where they were called Doudleby. There in the wooded mountain of Šumava 
(Bohemian Forest) they could see a Thunderer’s mountain. In the meander of the Malša river south-west of Budějovica, 
there is a village called Doudleby. In their territory there is no—at least on Sedov’s map (Map 2)—sites with Prague pottery.

Southern Bohemia is all somehow “Velessy”. There, below the Bohemian Forest, in the Šumavské podhůří, one finds 
several interesting oikonyms, and there are also old and “newly-composed” traditions. There are also dragons (but not 
cave-dwelling and man-eating ones), and dragon mountains; some mountains are hollow, so the army sleeps in them, or 
their halls are filled with treasure. Interesting toponyms include Baba (plateau), Podolí, Třeštilka, Morsko oko, Divišov, Divoš 
and Divišovský potok, Volyně above Volyňka, Podlesí, inhabited by Podlešáky; some settlements (earthen fortified settle-
ments) were centres of pre-Christian districts; Volyna also yielded Prague pottery and a sacred triangle. Here is detailed 
information.

North of Horažḋovice, near Maňovice one finds a statue of a dragon/drak. Nearby is a village called Velešice, and an 
elevation called Baba, V Babě. Eighteen kilometres to the east lies the small town of Blatná, and there is also the Hadí hořa 
(“Serpent mountain”) in which spí rytířské vojsko, “an army of knights is sleeping”. The name Velešice is presumably derived 
directly from Veles rather than from Volinja.

South-west of Horažḋovice, above the small town of Sušice, the Svatobor peak rises to the height of 845 m. Its position 
and name inspired imagination that somehow since the 18th century created the entire concept of the proto-Slavic sacred 
grove in which, as it is said today, they worshiped Perun, “the god of the military and thunder”. We can still add that at 
the foot of the Svatobor lies Mořské oko24, a “bottomless” well, while south of Svatobor runs the Volšovka stream, with a 
village of Volšovy on its banks (as well as Staré Volšovy). The village of Divišov lies on the right bank of the Otava river, and 
next to it is the Divišovský potok. These names are loaded with mythical connotations.

The drak Indiosek of Kladruby is a new phenomenon (19th century) in the landscape, even its author is known. However, 
above Kladruby there is also a hill called Divoš, and in the vicinity one finds also Volenice.

South of Strakonice the small town of Volyně rises above the Volyňka river. It features a fortress on a hill, which today 

23 Zbečno	is	a	village	above	the	Berounka	river,	35	km	west	of	Prague.
24 The	hydronym	Morsko oko	is	documented	also	in	the	Međimurje	region.	Below	Pernjak, Perjak (a	part	of	the	Sv.	Urban	village;	the	name	Pernjak is 

seriously	reminiscent	of	Perun)	there	is	a	small	pond	overgrown	with	shrub,	called	Morsko oko.	See	Belaj,	V.,	Belaj,	J.	2014:	392.
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accommodates a museum. Volyně is the centre of an area that was once called Podlesí, “Below the forest”, hence the name 
Podlešáky for its inhabitants (comp. in Ukraine the name Полісся, полешуки). Archaeological finds (specimens of Prague 
pottery) stored in the municipal museum in the old fortress bear testimony to a Slavic settlement from the 7th century. The 
earthen fortification was probably the centre of a tribal district which may have consisted of 22 settlements of Šumava. We 
have not seen the charter, nor its transcription. The settlement acquired town privileges in 1299.

The town was divided into four quarters: the centre around the main square with the town hall, Hradčany next to the 
hrad, část kostelní (the part around the church), Podolí on the other side of the Volyňka river. 

We can easily recognize the early Slavic organization of space, in which the nucleus of the urban settlement was for-
med. The prefect’s (commander’s) grad is above, “on the hill”, somewhere below is Podol, usually next to water (across 
the water); (in Kiev, Perun’s statue stood above, on холму внѣ двора теремнаго, “on the hill outside the court with a 
porch”, while Volos’ statue was below, in Podol next to the Počajna stream). Here opens before us the proto-Slavic pattern 
of organization of space next to proto-urban settlements. The names Podlesi, Podlešáky may have easily arrived from the 
“proto-homeland”, “in a block” together with the name Volyně. František Teplý, an archivist and local historian of Volyně, 
described that river and asserted that it begins near Bohumilice (north of Vimperk/Winterberg) by the  joining of the 
Spůlka (previously Stařica) and Třeštilka (Teplý in Království Česke 1911: IV, 182). Shaking (thunders) is Perun’s job.

The toponymy of Šumava itself is problematic. At the beginning of the Middle Ages the entire land was settled by the 
Slavs, who gave their own names to everything they saw in the landscape. However, the high mountainous areas around 
Bohemia (Ore Mountains/Erzebirge, Krkonoše/Riesengebirge, Šumava/Böhmerwald) had from a long time ago been over-
grown with thick forests, and they remained mostly uninhabited. The Slavs only named the more prominent parts of the 
land from a distance, there was no Slavic micro-toponymy there. Until the 14th century there were also no historical data 
nor archaeological finds that would bear witness to permanent settlements in those forests, including the Šumava. When 
the state was organized, these lands were populated by smugglers and criminals, and only later, in the second half of the 
13th century and during the 14th century, feudal lords started systematically settling German colonists, who brought into 
those desolate lands their own, Germanic names. When today in the area of the true Šumava (from Kout na Šumavě to Vyšší 
Brod) we encounter Czech toponyms, we must assume that they were either created during the 19th century via translation 
from German, or were invented anew in the Czech spirit. This was happening during the period of the rising of the Czech 
national awareness. This process was reinforced after 1918 in the sovereign Czechoslovakia, and was completed after the 
banishment of the German population (the so-called Beneš decrees) in 1945 and 1946. Naturally, we cannot exclude the 
possibility that occasional Slavic toponyms may have remained here and there. Nevertheless, the maps created before the 
World War I feature almost exclusively German names. These are the German names of possible mythical contents, with 
their Czech translations:  Schwarzer Berg / Černá hora, Schwarzer See / Černé jezero, Teufelssee / Čertovo jezero, Schwarzbach / 
Černý potok. They indeed may once had had mythical meanings and refer to “black” and to something like “devil”. But we 
do not know anything more about them. We cannot penetrate deep enough to reach the old Slavic layer.

The oronym Svarog, Svaroh is particularly prominent. This is a peak on the very border between the Czech Republic 
and Germany. It is not difficult to “recognize” in Svaroh the name of the proto-Slavic god Svarog. On all old maps this peak 
was marked as Zwer Eck, Zwergeck B[erg], “Dwarf’s mountain”. Towards the end of the 19th century its name started to be 
written as Zwercheck, which would mean “Transverse angle”. Today Zwercheck is the standard German form. On the Czech 
side, the name Svarog started appearing only as late as the first half of the 20th century. This name was positively documen-
ted only in a single Russian chronicle (the so-called Chronicle of John Malalas,25 and then also by the writers who used it) 
and indirectly through the diminutive Svarožić, which presumably denoted Svarog’s son. However, Czech scholars26 had 
not encountered the name Svarog in the Bohemian Forest until the 20th century (and they did search for Slavic theonyms), 
so we may assume that it was created only during the Germanization of the frontier territory. Svarog does not feature in 

25 Ioannes	Malalas	(Ἰωάννης Μαλάλας,	around	491	–	around	578)	from	Antioch:	Χρονογραφία,	translated	into	Church	Slavic	in	the	10th	century,	prob-
ably	in	Bulgaria;	its	parts	were	later	incorporated	also	into	Russian	chronicles.	Later	on,	probably	in	the	13th	century,	one	of	the	copyists,	under	the	
year	6622	(i.e.	1114	AD)	inserted	a	paragraph	in	which	Malalas’	notes	about	ancient	Greek	gods	were	enriched	by	analogies	with	gods	of	the	Slavic	
pantheon.	Among	other	things,	he	compared	Hephaestus	with	Svarog (Сего ради прозваша ̀и богъ Сварогъ…, “due to this they named him the god 
Svarog”).	That	is	all.

26 We	primarily	think	of	Jan	Peisker,	who	thought	that	the	name	of	the	god	Svarog	was	obscured	under	the	present-day	names	Tvarog	and	similar	(in	his	
Mistopisná studie).	He	found	it	as	the	name	of	the	hamlet	Woraschne	near	the	Cistercian	monastery	Hohenfurth/Vyšší Brod	above	Vltava.	In	1598,	
this	name	was	documented	in	an	urbarium	written	in	German	language	as	Dworazne.	However,	the	dean	Bernhard	Ortler	(†	1826)	recorded	in	the	
memorial	of	his	parish	that	the	urbarium	from	1552-1576	was	written	in	Czech,	so—lest	they	should	perish—he	recorded	several	old	names,	among	
other	things,	for	Woraschne	he	used	the	Czech	name	Tvarožná. Peisker,	very	bravely,	interpreted	the	unconfirmed	oronym	Tvarožna (hora)	as	Svarog’s	
name.	Naturally,	he	searched	also	for	the	toponym	Svarod,	but	he	did	not	find	it.	He	also	did	not	find	Tvarog	in	Bohemia	itself,	but	he	found	him	in	
some	other	Slavic	countries	(Peisker	1883).
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the 1911 monumental description of the Bohemian Kingdom27 either: in that work the peak appears only by the name 
Zwergeck (p. 312, 316). Vratislav Václav Tomek (1927)28 published a folk book Šumavské pověstí lidu českého (“Czech Popu-
lar stories from the Bohemian Forest”) written on the model by Alois Jirásek (1851–1930), an author of historical novels. 
Jirásek’s Staré pověsti české (“Legends of Old Bohemia”) have been published in countless releases to this day. Tomek’s 
Šumava swarms with names of “pre-Slavic gods”. Tomek’s stories cannot be considered reliable sources. Nevertheless, in 
the first of his stories taking place in Šumava, he wrote Tu také rozprostírá mohutné své svahy hora Svarog, obyčejně zvaná 
Zwerek, “Here, Mount Svarog, commonly called Zwerek, spreads its mighty slopes”. Tomek committed there a small, albeit 
ugly mistake: in Czech, the original Slavic sound “g” became “h” (and this is how it is written, whereas the original “h” is 
written “ch”), while he took the Russian name Сварогъ and relocated it to Šumava, forgetting to change “g” into “h” in the 
process. His “Czech” Svarog is not from Šumava, he stole it from the Russians.

However, in Krušné hory, between the town Jöhstadt (on the German side of the border) and Kadaň, there was once the 
village Volyně, located around 3 km south-east of Výsluní.  In historical sources it was transcribed in different ways: in 1352 
Wolaw, 1405 Wolow, 1431 Wolynye, 1446 in Wolyny, 1519 Wolyni, 1543 w Wolinie, 1562 Wohalw, 1608 Wohla 1608 (Profous, 
Svoboda 1957: 607). The village lay on the southern slopes of  Krušné hory, along the upper course of Volyňsky potok 
(Wohlauer Bach). To the north-east is the Třebíšský potok (Triebischl), to the west Hradištský potok (Radiser Bach). Volyňský 
vrch (Hundskoppe, 727 m) rises to the south-west, and Lysá hora in the north-west (Reischberg, 875 m). 

The names Volyňský potok and Volyňský vrch (Hundskoppe, 727 m) complement the oikonym Volyňe. The hydronym 
Hradištský potok indicates the presence of an earthen fortification, and indeed, mere three kilometres south of Volyňe 
on that stream there is the village called Hradište (Germ. Radis). Here is repeated the spatial picture we already saw in 
southern Bohemia: the small town of Volyňe (once the centre of an early mediaeval district), its Hrad with Hradčani, and 
the Volyňka flowing below. In Krušné hory, in addition to Volyňe one finds also Lysá hora (Reischberg), an oronym loaded 
with mythical connotations. In folklore traditions of different Slavic peoples not only are Lysá hora, Łysa Góra, Лиса Гора 
etc., places associated with mythical events (and where rites of “native faith” are renewed, like for instance in Kiev), but on 
some of them ancient written sources and archaeological finds corroborated their former cult significance (compare this 
with Kiev’s Lisa gora and Polish Łysa Góra in Góry Świętokrzyske).29 Třebíšský potok is named after a former village that lay 
around a kilometre and a half north-west from Volyňe. It is first mentioned in 1431 as Tribussle, then in 1446 as in Trzybissle, 
in 1543 w Trzebyssle, 1519 Trybyssli, 1562 Triebissel, 1608 Trywisel, 1787 Tribischl, 1846 Tribischel (Profous, Svoboda 1957: 359). 
On today’s maps it is marked as Třebiška. This name is possibly derived from the verb *trěbiti, “sacrifice”, potentially mea-
ning “the place of sacrifice”.

Czech toponyms in this part of Krušné hory reveal that here, at one of the easiest passes through Krušné hory, the 
Slavs lived as far back as the Early Middle Ages, before the German colonization. These Slavs were probably a group of the 
Sedličani or Lučani, which towards the end of the first millennium integrated into the mediaeval Czech nation. During the 
Middle Ages, they were linguistically overlain by German colonists, so that after World War II this area remained comple-
tely desolate, and the possible older tradition was extinguished completely. The recorded toponyms remained the only 
witnesses.

The people who brought in themselves the “Volhynia worldview” from ancient Volhynia and wove it into their new 
homeland, present-day Bohemia, obviously continued to move onwards. In the 7th century they penetrated north-west-
wards along the valley of the Elbe river until they reached the approximate area of Magdeburg. They are revealed in the 
archaeological artefacts, above all in the mentioned so-called Prague pottery, but also in the entirety of their way of life 
(culture). At the edge of this movement, in today’s Brandenburg province, near the very city of Brandenburg, there lies 
the village municipality of Wollin. At the first glance, there is nothing much more to it except its name. However, the city 
of Brandenburg lies on a junction of ancient roads, so at that place we could surmise an old Slavic earthen fortification. 
Besides, there is a stream called Verlorenwasser (“The Lost Water”) flowing through the municipal territory. In the context of 
the Elbe, “lost waters” are geological phenomena in which a watercourse suddenly disappears in the ground. Such a natu-

27 Království Česke,	1911,	Praha,	naklada	Pavla	Körbra.	Under	that	title	a	number	of	authors	processed	in	several	volumes	the	entire	area	of	the	then	
Kingdom	of	Bohemia.	South-western	Bohemia	was	dealt	with	in	the	4th	volume.	We	pointed	out	the	authors	of	paragraphs	that	described	the	places	
we	were	dealing	with.	Prag,	naklada	Pavla	Körbra.

28 Vratislav	Václav	Tomek:	Šumavské pověstí lidu českého.	1927:116-118,	published	as	an	e-book	in	2014	in	Volary.	Here	we	cite	the	e-book	pagination.	
V.	V.	Tomek	(Bohutín	1868	–	Prag	1933),	author	of	Šumavské pověstí (Stories from the Bohemian Forest),	should	not	be	confused	with	Václav	Vladivoj	
Tomek	(1818	–	1905),	a	Czech	archivist	and	historian.

29 The	name	Lisa gora literally	means	“bald	mountain”,	a	mountain	with	bare	peaks.	In	Croatia,	this	function	have	the	oronyms	Plješivica, Plešivica,	after	
the	Kajkavian	adjective	plešast,	“bald”.
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ral phenomenon was exploited by the believers of the ancient Slavic faith to depict the narrative on an aspect of the fight 
between the Thunderer with the Envier: the latter steals waters (causing draught on the Earth), whereupon the former hits 
him, forcing him back to where he belongs, liberating the waters and re-establishing the holy order.

Further north-west towards Szczetin/Stettin lie the villages Wollin, Penkun (an ancient Slavic settlement surrounded 
with earthen ramparts, “grad“) and Krackow, formerly with a nobleman’s palace. The site yielded early Slavic finds from—
allegedly—6th century. When we connect Wollin, Krackow and Penkun, we get a triangle with an angle between 20° and 
23° and sides with the ratio 1:1.3.30 One finds Wolins also in Poland. The best known is the city of Wolin, where the Oder 
drains into the Baltic Sea. It lies on an island of the same name, divided from the land by an arm of the Oder, called Dziwna 
in Polish (Germ. Dievenow). Wieleń Pomorski near Krzyż Wielkopolski also merits mention.

This density of “Volhynia”-type toponyms in the territory of ancient Pomorie speaks of the close connections of the 
population of this area with Volhynia, which might reach deep into the ancient times of Ptolemy31. He knew of a people 
called Veltae (Οὐέλται; Ptolemaei III. 5. §22), which in his time lived east of the Baltic Veneti. Some associate the Veltae with 
the early mediaeval Slavic groups of the Veleti and Lutici, which lived in today’s north-east Germany around the conflu-
ence of the Wisła. Apparently, the Veleti and Lutici (Wilzi) were not tribes, but tribal alliances: known as the Veleti in the 8th 
and 9th centuries, and as Lutici/Wilzi from the end of the 10th century until 1163. While the early mediaeval Veleti may be 
connected with the Veltae, the Lutici or Wilci seem to have Veles-sounding names: Russian chronicles title Veles as лютый 
зверь, “mad/wild beast”, and also wolf, вьлkъ, is Veles’ wild beast, “hrt”. These are pan-Slavic features. And if there had 
been no so-called Prague culture in their area, then we are entitled to surmise a kind of previously unknown cultural cur-
rents and processes at the beginning of the Christian measurement of time, which brought here “Volhynia”-type names 
with the stems *vel- and *vol, and possibly also *krak-, *krok-. 

b) Copying into today’s western Croatia

Contemporary sources are mute on the penetration of the Slavs towards south. Until recently, archaeology was igno-
rant about it, too. Only ethnology was trying, observing certain specific features in the peasants’ culture of the western 
(mostly Kajkavian) south-Slavic areas, to point to the possibility to discover different layers and directions of immigration 
from the north (Bratanić 1951; Gavazzi 1960; Belaj, V. 1970). The problem with archaeologists was that the Prague-Korchak 
settlements were small, of pit-house type, and located in terrains archaeologists were unaccustomed with as regards the 
usual positions of old settlements. These were located neither along the roads or in the open, on elevations, but rather—
like in the Polesia to this day—situated in lowlands, scattered in groves next to watercourses, in river meanders, in pro-
tected areas. Only in the most recent times have the finds been published which may be attributed beyond doubt to the 
Prague-type pottery, and which would have to belong to the earliest wave of Slav immigrants in Croatia. The “vesicular” 
pottery, as it is also called on account of its appearance, was derived from the Prague culture, and owes its appearance to 
the addition of small particles of charcoal to the clay mixture before firing (Bekić 2016:181). In 2004, among several finds di-
scovered at the Stara ves field near Nedelišće, which can be reliably dated from the beginning to the mid-7th century, there 
were also a few fragments that undeniably belong to the Prague-type pottery (Bekić 2012: 21–33). Luka Bekić summarized 
his conclusions with the following sentence:

Considering that occasional related finds have recently been identified in Austria and Hungary, and in northern Slo-
venia in particular, we can suppose that the wave of immigration of Slavic tribes in Croatia towards the end of the 6th 
century arrived through the Moravian Gate across Burgenland, Vas and Zala provinces to Prekmurje and Međimurje 
and farther. (Bekić 2012: 27)

New perspectives opened into the earliest history of Slavic immigration. Bekić:
These finds of the earliest pottery of Prague type have opened the possibility to corroborate historical sources on the 
early Slavic migration in Slovenia and western Croatia. We can also hope that many more such finds would be disco-
vered in future excavations. (Bekić 2012: 27)

And indeed, the latest archaeological excavations by the Institute of Archaeology in Gora in the Banovina region, car-
ried out between 2008 and 2011, proved this (Belaj, J. 2011).

Small fragments of 7th- and 8th-century pottery found in the fills of Christian graves, as older material, indicate the 
existence of a pre-Christian settlement, lowering the beginning of Slavic presence in Gora to a period predating Chris-
tianization.

30 	In	Croatia,	the	corresponding	triangles	are:	Central	Istrian,	Pag,	Brckovljani	and	Vodice	triangles.
31	 	Κλαύδιος	Πτολεμαῖος,	Claudius	Ptolemaeus,	~85	–	~165.
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In Luka Bekić’s opinion, the grave fills yielded a few fragments of the so-called vesicular Slavic pottery, made by hand 
or on a slow-rotating wheel, which belongs to the “pagan” horizon of the 7th and 8th centuries (Bekić 2016: 47, 48, sl. 24, 
285, T. 72: 1, 4, 7), i.e. the time of the migration of the Slavs to the area of the Mura, Drava and Sava rivers. The finds from 
Gora, alongside Brekinjova kosa near Bojna, south of Glina, are the southernmost finds of vesicular pottery of the Drava-
Mura-Sava group discovered so far (Bekić 2016: 105). And now we can add to these tangible “archaeological” elements also 
certain elements of spiritual culture, namely those which we called the “Volhynian” worldview. These elements (and we 
shall include in the discussion only those that are undoubtedly Volhynian) follow the direction of the southern movement 
of the “vesicular” pottery.

● The Krapina myth  We associate with Krapina the narration of three brothers, Čeh, Leh and Meh. The author of the 
oldest known record is the Polish chronicler Boguchwal (†1253)32 according to whom the Pannonian prince Pan had three 
sons, Lech, Rus and Czech, who emigrated and founded three kingdoms of the same names. Boguchwal was probably in-
spired by the Kievan myth about three brothers, Kjy, Schchek and Khoryv, and one sister, Lybed’ (recorded by the Russian 
chronicler Nestor, 1050-1113). Other chroniclers and historians followed in his footsteps, retelling, varying and adding to 
the story of the three brothers. Václav Hájek from Libočany (†1553) compiled a review of the previous interpretations. He 
was the first to locate the brothers in Krapina (Hájek z Libočan 1819). The first Croatian writer to mention Krapina was, so 
it seems, Juraj Rattkay (1652), calling upon Bohemian chronicles, Annales Bohemorum. The sister was first mentioned by 
Johann Christoph Jordan in 1745. In 1740 he visited Krapina in order to see for himself the scene of the narration of the 
legendary brothers, owing to the “uninterrupted tradition” he himself heard there:

Traditio perpetua accolarum fert, his tribus (montibus) tres reges fratres, quos et Czechum, Lechům et Russum nomi-
nant, quondam separatis castellis insedisse, sed rixa inter illos ob sororem oborta in alias terras a se invicem recessisse. 
(Jordan 1745: P II. c. 14 §. 33)
“Uninterrupted tradition has it that on these three [hills], in separate castles, once upon a time lived three royal 
brothers, known by the names of Čeh, Leh and Rus, but who left for foreign countries due to the fight that broke 
out between them over their sister”.

These stories were checked also by Ljudevit Gaj, and in 1851/2, while he was working on his autobiography Vjekopisni 
moj nacrtak…, he wrote:

In these three towns three brothers, by the name of Č e h ,  L e h  i  M e h , once ruled. These brothers were of royal 
blood of our people, and had a sister by the name of  V i l i n a .

After she betrayed her brothers to the Roman commander, Vilina fled before them:
…first she flew to Dupljača in Strahinje, and from there she fled to Jame above Župnica, which still today are called 
Ljubine, or Vuline jame, named so because there lived fairies, who took their namesake under their protection. (Gaj, 
1875: XX)

Petar Skok—it would seem—succumbed to popular etymology when he interpreted the origin of the name Krapina 
from the word krap (“freshwater fish, carp”) as a metathesis from psl. *korpъ, which would be of pre-Indo-European origin 
(1971: 179). This interpretation can indeed be heard among local population, with the rationale that there are many kraps, 
carps, in the Krapina “river”, apparently forgetting that the Krapina stream flows far from the town of Krapina. The river 
flowing through Krapina is called Krapeščica or Krapinica, and 17 km to the south it drains into the Krapina, which arrives 
from the east, from Podrute.

In 1999 Željko Tomičić accepted the interpretation by Giacomo Devoto, who interpreted the name of the god Krapuvis, 
documented on the so-called Iguvine Tablets in Umbria (Tavole di Gubbio), as a derivation from the old Mediterranean 
word krap/krep, Latin arx, meaning hrid, “rock “ (Devoto 1967). In Tomičić’s opinion, the word krap acquired the suffix –ona, 
as often happened in the Mediterranean circle (Aenona, Albona, Flanona and similar), becoming Krapona in this way (1999: 
51-53), so he put forward a hypothetical conclusion:

…we can suppose that the oronym krap (Croatian hrid), with the suffix –ona, otherwise common in the broad area 
around the Mediterranean, formed the interesting oikonym Krapona. 

However, the original meaning of the Latin arx is not “hrid” (rock), but fortress. It can be associated with rocks only via 
the concept “fortress built on a mountain”. It derives from pie. *ark- “something that is encircled, protected”. And the “old 
Mediterranean” words krap/krep (predominantly oronyms) derive from proto-Indo-European root *karp-, like the Croatian 
word škarpa (a morphological form in karst areas) and the Albanian karpë, “rock, stone”. These words are in turn connected 

32	 The	authorship	of	this	chronicle	is	disputed.	Chronica longa seu magna Polonorum seu Lechitarum (better	known	in	the	20th century as the Kronika 
Wielkopolska)	is	attributed	to	the	13th	century	bishop	of	Poznan,	Boguchwał	II,	however,	it	seems	that	it	was	(re)edited	and	continued	by	Godzisław	
Baszko,	a	13th-century	curator	of	the	Poznan	cathedral.
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with the Greek (actually probably Thracian) name for the Carpathians: Καρπατης ὅρος.
In 1974 Ivanov and Toporov, as we already mentioned in the chapter on Karpati, connected the name Καρπατης ὅρος 

with the Arabic name “Mount K(a)r(a)k(ū)“33, i.e. “Carpathian mountains”, which might also literally mean “Krak’s mountains”. 
We shall therefore try to put forward another possible interpretation of the name Krapina. It does not annul the Devoto – 
Tomičić etymology, but rather places this name into an entirely new and unexpected context.

In the case of Krapina, the first syllable Krap- reminds of the names Krok and Krak, so we can think of a metathesis from 
Karp-. Just like Kiev and Krakow lie high, above a cave or caves (печéри, Smocza Jama), so the town of Krapina stands atop 
a rocky hill above a small but impressive cave pivnica. Ivanov and Toporov, as early as 1974, discussing the confrontation 
between the Thunderer and Dragon, connected the name of the Carpathians K(a)r(a)k(ū) with the pie. word *karkus “oak” 
(comp. Russian дуб карколист, дуб корьков, and oak is associated with the Thunderer) and assumed the pie. doublet *Kark 
– *Krak (Carpathians – Kraków).34 And the name Καρπατης ὅρος may have been created through a metathesis of consonants 
from *Perkw-. Ivanov and Toporov do not discuss Krapina, however, by analogy it can be easily connected with the name 
of Carpathians, beyond which lies the “Croatian proto-homeland”, and through them also with the mythical Krak and Kij 
(Ivanov, Toporov 1974: 173-177). While it is true that we don’t have a written record of the Dragon-slaying motif, we still 
have the three brothers – the progenitors of three clans/peoples, three (partly mythical) towns; a rock with a cave called—
according to Ljudevit Gaj—Vulina jama. Gaj’s name for the sister was simply Vilina. Could it be that there is a Vulinja jama 
(cave) hiding in Krapina? If we recall the Dnieper Vulineprah, the story of the Krapina brothers becomes more serious. 
Through fragments of an old tradition and local toponymy (west of Krapina, near Škarićevo, there is a watercourse called 
Dunaj) we see the outlines of the Volhynian perspective of the world, in which the orientation elements are the mountains 
called Karpati, the Dunaj stream near Plemenšćina (which in the beginning of our written history may have been the bor-
der between the Pannonian Slavic Duchy and the Frankish realm), between them a grad on a rock with a cave, all spiced 
with the tradition of three brothers and a sister. The Krapina pattern in its essence matches better the Kiev (Volhynian) one 
than either Polish or Bohemian.

● Krakovo and Dulepska. South-east, near Vrbovec, lies Krakovo. This is a forested part of an insignificant gentle ridge 
rising above the stream called Dulepski potok. Downstream lies a village called Dulepska. The highest point on the ea-
stern parallel ridge is the elevation called Višegrad. North-west from Krakovo lies the village Pogančec, and further to the 
west is village Dvorišče. It is probable that a segment of the large tribe of Dulebi settled in this area. Their leader may have 
had a court in Dvorišče. Krakovo, Pogančec and Višegrad are points whose sides form a triangle with an angle of 23°30’, 
whose two sides have the ratio of 1:1.4. These are the remains of the sacred spatial construction of immigrants from—ulti-
mately—Volhynia (Belaj, V., Belaj, J. 2014: 381-384).

● Toponymy below the Kupa. Further south, below the Kupa, there are only a few toponyms reminiscent of the pre-
Christian period. In that area the older population has remained only here and there, later strengthened by returnees from 
Kajkavian areas, however, to a large degree it was settled by new Orthodox immigrants. Here we cannot really expect to 
find traces of the old Slavic faith. Nevertheless, a triangular structure was discovered near Gora.

In Gora, there was a spring near the church, and above Gora there was a Grad. The line that connects these two points 
almost exactly follows a meridian (the deflection is mere 59’; the case is similar with Ivanec, Zagreb, Strožanci, in Biskupija 
and on the Pag island), which points to the idea that the local landscape was structured as a sacred space even in pre-
Christian times. On Grad we should expect the Perun’s point, near the spring that of Mokoš, while next to grad there should 
also be a Sun’s angle of around 23°27’. Veles’ point then ought to be located on the other side of the river Šanja. Indeed, an 
arm of the angle we can follow by sight from Grad towards south-east to the distance of 1435 m. There the terrain becomes 
steeper towards south, and the Topolčica stream below it is not visible. There is a Sun’s angle near Gora, two sides of the 
triangle have the ratio of 1 (the side Grad – church) : 1.6 (Grad – edge of the Topolka, visible from Grad), and one side follows 
the meridian. This, for example, is the ratio in the triangle at Biskupija near Knin (Belaj, V., Belaj, J. 2014: 317–325). On the 
Josephine map the Topolčica is called Tersztina Bach, and south of it is marked the barren-land name of Trstine. However, 
King Andrew’s 1209 charter contains an older form: Treštenik! Andrew determined the borders of the land that belonged 
to people from Gora:

…prima meta a publica strata que vulgo via exercitus dicitur et tendit ad Treztenic, dehinc quoque dirigitur ad viam 
antiquam… (Smičiklas 1905: 85).
 “…the first mark from the public road the people call via exercitus [military road] and reaches Treštenik, from 
here straight to the old road35…“ 

Treštenik in turn is a place where the Thunderer strikes with his thunders and beats Veles.  On a 1:25000 map this stream 

33	 	This	is	how	they	are	recorded	in	the	12th	century	by	Al-Idrisi.
34	 	This	is	a	consequence	of	an	ancient	Indo-European	linguistic	phenomenon,	the	so-called	floating	vowel	gradation	(Schwebeablaut).
35 Stari drum (old	road)	is	the	name	of	the	barren	land	south-west	of	Gora.
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is marked with a broken line, which means that it flows only occasionaly. We have already mentioned the watercourse 
called Verlorenwasser when we discussed Wollin near Brandenburg. In Croatia, the mythical interpretation of the seasonal 
disappearance of water was documented at Veles, a peninsula near Novi Vinodolski (Katičić 2008: 314–326). Also, east of 
Split, below the Perun hill flows the Žrnovnica river, which prior to the building of the dam on the Cetina river also used 
to dry up at times. On Krk island, below the eastern slopes of Veliki Treskavac and Mali Treskavac hills there are numerous 
springs of the Suha Rečina stream, which occasionally goes undergrand near the Šuraje hamlet.

Here we apparently have a minor tripartite spatial structure (“rural”) from which we can infer the narration of the 
fight of the great gods Perun and Veles over water and the pre-Christian god-bearer next to the well by the church of the 
Assumption of the Blessed Virgin Mary (Belaj, V., Belaj, J. 2017).

Mediaeval documents mention in the old Gora county toponyms whose meaning is similar: Pernik (fort; village Perna, 
stream Pernica, from psl. *pьrati “to beat”) and Mogoš (1211, land: terra Mogos). It would be difficult to disregard the possi-
bility that terra Mogos might be “Mokoš’ land”. And regarding Pernik there is an interesting note by Radoslav Lopašić (1895: 
111):

Pernik is perched atop a cave, and below the grad there is a mill on the Pernica stream… The grad hill has a hollow 
belly. The cave is entered from the west, and walking through narrow and wide rooms in the length of 100 metres and 
more one exits by the other door on the north side.

Reports on the Mogos plot do not specify its location. Today there are no traces of it. Judging by the order in which the 
land plots were listed in the 1211 charter, that land may have lain between the Glina and Petrinjčica rivers. The land Mogoš 
from mediaeval documents could hardly be connected with Pernik. However, east of Pernik there are toponyms Bare, 
Blatuša, Dolovi, Mokro polje - all of them potential places of the encounter of Mokoš and Veles, lying up to 4 km from Pernik. 
It is quite probable that Pernik formed part of a sacred spatial structure further west from Topusko.

The situation with the toponymy grows in complexity in the area of the Una river. There one finds the old small town of 
Kostajnica, above which rises the Djed hill (215 m), perhaps the place of the last residence of the old god (Perun’s father?), 
and to the west rise the slopes of Mount Zrinska gora. This mountain was named after the town Zrin (from the verb zrȅti, 
“becoming ripe”). This may have been the place from which the supreme deity watched (closely monitor) the events un-
folding in the province. To the west of Kostajnica, toponyms marked on maps include Babina Rijeka (village, stream), Babin 
brijeg, Babino brdo, Pernice (peaks). Through the valley flows the Veleška rijeka (“Veles’ river”; next to it is the Veleško polje, 
“Veles’ plain”), and on its banks are the villages Donja (Lower) and Gornja (Upper) Velešnja. There is also the Krivaja potok 
(Krivaja stream) and a barren land called Krivaja36. There Perun and Veles are nicely blended, in the presence of their wife/lover 
Baba! A little farther the Una river is the village Volinja (so we have here both the names derived from *vel- as well as from 
*vol-), there is also Volinjski jarak, there flows Volinjska rijeka, and on the other side of the Una there is Volinjska kosa. A few 
more kilometres to the south there is Divuša, and next to it the Divuša rijeka stream drains into the Una.

● Grmeč and Plješivica. The area of the old Gvozd extended southwards at least to Plješivica, and opposite this mountain 
on the other side of the Una river there is Mount Grmeč, which probably carries in its name the meaning a “thundering 
mountain”. These two mountains stand opposite each other not only in terms of space, but possibly also in their meaning, 
i.e. Perun ÷ Veles. On the right side of the Una is Grmeč (Crni vrh 1604 m), whose name reminds us of the thunderer’s acti-
vity, thunders. With Grmeč are connected stories about a big dragon snake, which—they say—lives in a cave, and every 
year visits her sister on Klekovača (south of Grmeč, Velika Klekovača 1962 m; Čulinović-Konstantinović, 1989). On Sebastian 
Münster’s maps it is marked by the name Tüfel gartn, literary Germ. Teufels Garten, “Devil’s garden”.

Between Plješivica and Grmeč, on the right side of the Una river, below Krakovo hill (571 m) and Mount Ljutoč 941 m 
in Bosnia, there lies the Krakovo hamlet. And further south there is the settlement called Kijevo, above which, on Mount 
Kozjak, there is a 1206 m high peak called Bat. The complex of “Volhynian” toponyms is becoming increasingly clearer.

cOnclusiOn – inTeRpReTaTiOn OF daTa (vOlinja, vOlyňe and Волынь; divuša)
The names such as Volinj, Kij and Krak, and finds of the Prague or “vesicular” pottery bear witness that at least a part of 

the population of today’s Croatia (and nearby Slovenia) most certainly immigrated from Volhynia. The reader has certainly 
observed that also toponyms were mentioned which are associated with the reconstructed supreme proto-Slavic divine 
couple: *Děv/*Div and *Děvana/Divana or *Děva/Diva. This came most to the fore in the chapter on Divuša.

36 One	of	Veles’	characteristic	features	is	that	he	is	disorderly,	kriv (wrong),	doing	krivine	(wrongs),	in	contrast	with	Perun,	who	is	prav	(right),	making	
pravinu (rights)…
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However, in the area between the Kupa and Una it was clear that the discovered data were very fragmented and rare. 
The pictures we surmise in the stretch from Međimurje to the Adriatic Sea will sharpen our comparisons with analogous 
situations in other Slavic lands, above all in southern Bohemia and beyond the Carpathians, from where individual Slavic 
groups had departed during the migration of the Slavs starting from the 5th century onwards.

These groups carried with them their names, their dialects and their perspective on the world (myths about the origin 
of the world, people, peoples, rulers, were an important part of ethnic identity). In their “proto-homeland” they were 
situated between Perun’s mountains and the great Dnieper (formerly Dunaj; it was the border of the tribes of Volhynians, 
Buzhans and Dulebi/Dulibi towards Veles’s world). A little to the south there extended the territory of the “White” Croats, 
likewise documented in the sources, which places also the “original” Croats along next to Volhynia. All of them had their 
own relationship with the landscape in which they shaped their worldview, they considered themselves a distinct linguistic 
entity, they are “We, who are together our own”, Slověne. Those others, who speak differently, are čudъ. And the toponyms 
Karpati and Volinja and the “knowledge” about the Veleti/Voloti were important elements of consciousness. They formed 
mythical traditions (more precisely, adapted the old ones) about legendary dragon-slaying and people-saving heroes, in 
which Kyj and Krak acted as the Thunderer’s hypostases. They defeat the Serpent/Dragon. Here the ruler has three children 
(in different combinations), the dragon lives under the settlement in a cave, pit (Smocza jama under Krakow’s Wawel, Kiev’s 
пещерe, peščere).

This world they carried in themselves during their migrations. In the process they mixed with others, abandoning some 
of their own elements and adopting something from the “foreigners”, sometimes creating and forming new ones. These 
emigrated Volini, Dulebi, Buzhans, Croats, were no longer identical to those beyond the Carpathians, but we can recognize 
their roots by the preserved features that appear at some places in dense clusters. The more there are different “Volhynian” 
toponyms found together, the greater the probability that these assumptions are correct. A comparison of these elements 
will enable us to reach conclusions, and here we will be helped by the following overview table:

The core of the organized space is the defensive fort, *gordъ. This may have originally been simply an enclosed space 
(*gorditi = “enclose”, e.g. a garden). This was the prefect’s land, and even a symbol of his authority. There is nothing like 
this in the case of Divuša and Volinja near Una, however, we believe that careful research would yield traces of enclosed 
settlements, including perhaps also vesicular pottery.

Sources tell that prince Vladymir has in Kyiv внѣ двора теремнаго, “outside a porticoed court”, placed statues of “state” 
gods; we lack written sources on other settlements, perhaps in such cases later Christian churches by virtue of their posi-
tion hint at the position of pre-Christian sanctuaries.

Next to the settlement or below it were formed suburbs, embryos of subsequent possibly urban settlements (urbs). 
Even further below the settlements, beyond the protected space, new “quarters” may be created, which mark their po-
sition in space with their name: Подíл, Podolí. Some fortifications were abandoned when the district-based system of 
authority came to an end, however, the suburbia maintained the names by which we recognize them now: Подíл, Podolí.

Below the settlement and suburb there is generally a river which in most cases has the same name as the fort/settle-
ment. These are Volyňka, Volinjska rijeka, Divuški potok. The names Třeštilka, Treštenik on the other hand point to the sacral 
action by the Thunderer.

elements: Kyjiv
Volynь

(above Gučva)

Volyně

(s. Bohemia)
Gora

Volinja

(Banovina)
Divuša

gora (mountain)
settlement on a 

mountain

settlement on 

a mountain
Šumava

elevation above 

Gora
Zrinska gora Zrinska gora

grad (fort) nobleman’s court Volynь Hrad, Hradčany Grad - -

Nearby outside the fort 

(court) 

gallery of divine 

statues
? church church - ?

settlement Kyjiv Volynь Volyňe Gora Volinja Divuša

river (Dnipro, Počajna) (Bug, Gučva)
Volyňka, 

Třeštilka

(Šanja)

Treštenik
Volinjska rijeka Divuški potok

Part of settlement Подíл Podolí - - -

province
Полісся, 

полешуки
Podlesí, 

Podlešáky
- - -
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Outside these categories, but nevertheless significant, are the names of the provinces Полісся and Podlesí and their 
inhabitants полешуки and Podlešáky. 

We have seen that in the Hittite sacred landscape flowed the Hulana, “wooly river”, and the mountain was hékur 
Pirwa, “Perun’s river”. This allows us to conclude that two small rivers in the Banovina region, Volinjska rijeka and Veleška 
rijeka below Zrinska gora (as well as Volyňka in Šumava and in Krušné hory), were probably Veles’ rivers judging simply 
by their names. However, that this is not necessarily only a “Volhynian” feature is borne out by the relationship between 
the sanctuary and river in the case of Novgorod in north Russia: there, on the “gora” (an insignificant elevation) called 
Перыня was Perun’s sanctuary, while below it flows the river Волхов (Katičić 2008: 303). Here Perun and Volos are situated 
comfortably together in space.

We can now interpret the position of Volyně in southern Bohemia:

This pattern is visible also in Banovina. Near Gora there is a Grad, a settlement with church (and a spring nearby), below 
flows the Treštenik stream. The case is the same with Velešnja in Banovina. There one finds the villages Donja and Gornja 
Velešnja, to the south flows the Veleška rijeka stream (with Veleško polje adjacent to it), above them in Zrinska gora (this is 
the real Gora!) there is Pernica peak at 403 m; north of Pernica lie Babino brdo, Babin brijeg, Babina rijeka (village and stream). 
This is a nice example of connection between Perun and Veles, in the presence of their wife/lover Baba! Only here we are 
missing the sacred place and settlement. The case of Divuša is the weakest. Here we only have the village Divuša and the 
Divuška rijeka stream. Still, there is the (Zrinska) gora in the background. The search for the settlement, hillfort, a sacred 
place so far bore no fruit, because the location of the village has changed and we do not know where it was situated before 
the Ottoman conquests. Nevertheless, the oikonym speaks for itself.

● Divuša, mother of gods. Let us also briefly look at the name Divuša. We encountered very similar names below 
Šumava: Divoš is an elevation near Volenice (featuring a dragon?), Divišov is a village below Svatobor (and there are also 
the villages Volešnje and Volšovy and the river Volšovka). In Polish Pomorze one finds Wolin and the arm of the Oder called 
Dziwna/Dievenow. On Krk, at the approximate geographic width of the village Draga Baščanska, on the “moon” plateau, 
there is an approximately 1.5 km long ridge, around 470 m high, called Diviška. This is sufficient to attract attention. We 
believe that in these names (at least in some of them) there hides the name of the supreme deity of proto-Indo-European 
peoples, which has been reconstructed as *djeu(s) p’ter (“father of celestial light”), or his wife *djeua meter (Belaj, V. 2000), 
the Slavic *Divъ,*Děvъ i *Diva/*Děva Mater.

Has not Divuša (feminine) above the Una preserved in her name the forgotten memory of the proto-Slavic and Indo-
European god-bearer, the Mother of gods? But Divuša is not the same as Mokoš! If her name is really, as we believe, a trace 
of an older mythological stratum in which alongside Perun still exists the old Div, then Divuša is the Creator’s (Div’s) wife, 
while Mokoš is the Thunderer’s (Perun’s) wife.

Did Divuša have in the Una basin her “Diveč”, like Grmuša had Grmeč? Was that role taken by Did near Kostajnica? Or the 
entire massif of Zrinska gora, on which Did as deus otiosus would peacefully sit and observe from above what was going on 
in the world? This repeats the situation encountered in (Zrinska) Gora, only that both are connected with different genera-
tions of gods: Divuša with the creator Div, and Grmuša with his son, the Thunderer Perun.

Therefore, Grmuša would correspond to Mokoš. In both cases this goddess is the mother of gods, god-bearer, who 
reveals herself as two temporal (generational) aspects of the same phenomenon. In their substitution of one of these two 
figures, Christian prophets usually reached for the Christian Mother of God. We should therefore not be surprised to find 
that in Divuša in 1272 is mentioned, on the other side of the Una, a parish of the Blessed Virgin Mary. The parish and the 
church were destroyed during Ottoman wars, and they were reconstructed as a church of St. Catherine in 1699, and as 
a parish in 1805. Perhaps here in this lower chronological stratum lies the proto-Indo-European god-bearer *Diewa, the 
later southern Slavic Divuša, which has been overlain by the Christian Mother of God, who in turn was overlain by Saint 
Catherine.

We also shouldn’t discard the idea that Divuša carries also a Japodian component. We think here of the Japodian divi-
nity Thana (appearing in company with Vidas) connected with healing (thermal) waters (Topusko), compared with Diana 
and similar deities (Kuntić-Makvić 2003). They all share, so it seems, the common root in the proto-Indo-European concept 
of divine *Djeus’ wife. However, for the time being we don’t have elements to connect Thana/Diana with our Divuša.

Above is the Thunderer’s mountain, from it flows Veles’ (wooly) river, and below the 
mountain and above the river there is a settlement and Veles’ (wooly) settlement.
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We believe that the arguments we have put forward are sufficiently strong to allow us to assume that, first, the topo-
nyms Volinje, Kijevo, Krakovo and similar are indeed the traces of migrations from the earliest homeland of the population 
which had shaped the proto-Slavic language in Volhynia, and, second, that the toponyms such as Divuša, Divišov are con-
nected with an older generation of gods, the parents of Perun and Mokoš, that is, that we are indeed on the track of the 
arrival of Perun’s mother in our lands.

Translated by Sanjin Mihelić
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